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ABSTRACT
The

focus

objectives.

of

this

research

is

comprised

of

two

The first attempts to ethno-historically re

construct the early historic culture of the Houma Indians
of Louisiana based upon seventeenth and eighteenth century
archival and documentary sources with attention being paid
to such ethnographic aspects as Houma subsistence, social
organization, and ceremonialism.

The second objective, by

way of utilizing additional historical documentation such
as

early

cartographic

evidence,

historic Houma village sites.

predicts

and

locates

An archaeological examina

tion and discussion of these sites is presented in terms
of

an

attempt

to

diagnostically

identify

broad

markers within the historic Houma material culture.

viii

ethnic

I
INTRODUCTION
On the evening of Thursday, the 19th of March, in the
year

1699,

Messieurs Pierre Le Moyne Sieur

his brother Jean Baptiste Sieur
Sauvole
four

de

la Villantry,

Canadians

about

three

set

de Bienville,

Ensign De

Jesuit Father Anasthasius,

up camp

leagues

d'Iberville,

along

the Mississippi

(approximately nine miles)

country of the Houmas

(Wedel 1978).

and

River

from the

Once ashore, one of

the Canadians fired several shots to signal the Houma of
their presence downriver.

The next morning M. d'Iberville

and his company headed upriver
tion.

Due to the fog,

island,

one

landing.

league

in a west by north direc

they barely sighted an uncharted

distant

downriver

from

the

Houmas'

At ten o'clock in the morning, Friday, the 20th,

1699, d'Iberville and his men stepped ashore to greet the
Houma Indians for the first time.
were
pipe)

Awaiting the Europeans

three Houma headmen who offered
to

invited
village.

their

white

d'Iberville

guests.

and

his

The

the calumet
three

expedition

to

(peace

chiefs

then

visit

their

Upon entering the village d'Iberville reported:

A short time afterward there came 20 young
people of from 20 to 30 years old, and 15 of the
prettiest
young
girls magnificently
adorned
after their manner, entirely naked, having only

1
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their breechclothes on, which they wore above a
kind of belt a foot broad, made of feathers and
skin or hair painted red, yellow, and white, the
face and the
body daubed or painted with
different colors, bearing feathers in their
hands, which served them as fans or to keep
time, their hair neatly plaited with bundles of
feathers.
The young men were naked, having only
a belt like the girls which concealed them in
part, they being well daubed with paint and
their
hair
well
provided
with
bunches
of
feathers.
Many had pieces of copper in the form
of flattened plates, two and three together fas
tened to their belts and hanging as far down as
their knee, which made a noise and assisted in
marking the time.
They danced like that for
three hours in a very active and spritely manner
(d'Iberville in Swanton 1911:286).
During the time of d'Iberville's visit, the Houma or
the

"Red

Nation"

(Du

Pratz

1774)

as

they

often

were

called, were residing in the extreme northwestern portion
of

West Feliciana

Parish,

Louisiana

(Swanton

1911:285).

The Houma were among many of the horticultural MuskogeanChoctaw tribes who inhabited the Lower Mississippi River
Valley

(Albrecht 1945).

They cultivated maize,

tion to hunting,

fishing,

foods

found

abundantly

in addi

and collecting many wild plant

throughout

the

river

highlands.

The Houma shared many cultural traits with other neighbor
ing Lower Mississippi River Valley tribes,

in that their

social organization may have been matrilineally oriented.
In

addition,

the

Houma

were

probably

part

of

a native

social system that recognized totemic clans and moieties
within its villages (Hudson 1976; Service 1971).
that

the

Houma

subscribed

to

the

general

Assuming

southeastern
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aboriginal settlement pattern outlined by Kniffen
Hudson

(1976),

and Swanton

(1946),

probably contained

a temple,

residence

along

cabins

storehouses.

In

the Houma

settlement

a chief's house,

and small

with

addition,

(1975),

a

outlying

granaries

or

scattered

patch-work

of

cultivated fields may have existed with isolated dwellings
associated with the tending of crops.
utilized

simple

footpaths

that

The Indians often

connected

the

adjacent

fields and surrounding hunting and fishing campsites with
the main village (Kniffen 1975:4).
Today however, life has changed dramatically for the
Houma.

They

now

consist

of

approximately

6,000

Cajun

French speaking Indians who have congregated in small set
tlements along the bayou roads in southern Terrebonne and
La Fourche
The Houma

parishes,

located

occasionally work

on Louisiana's Gulf coast.
in

the oil and natural gas

fields that are commonly found along the coastal marshes.
However,
local
with

a large majority of Houma

fishing

and

the seafood

cannery

are closely tied to

commerce.

Their

involvement

industry does not hamper their role as

excellent sportmen's guides in hunting and trapping, which
provides

them with a substantial part-time

income

(Curry

1979; Fisher 1968; Speck 1943; Stanton 1971).
In this study, ethno-archaeology among the Houma In
dians consists of what can be learned

from the archaeo

logical record within the framework of Houma ethnohistory

4
from

the

homes

in

time

of

their

Mississippi

European contact.

migration

throughout

from
the

their

first

ancestral

century

of

This particular approach should provide

the most information about characteristic living styles of
the

eighteenth

century

Methodologically,
with

the

Houma

Indians

(Fairbanks

1978).

this task can be initially accomplished

so-called

"direct

historical

approach."

This

method involves two major steps:
1) the isolation and definition of the archaeo
logical criteria characterizing specific tribal
groups, whereby some of many sites could theo
retically be removed from the category of un
known, and 2) the comparison of the materials so
identified with earlier remains and the estab
lishment thus of a time and culture sequence ex
tending from the known historic to the unknown
prehistoric (Wedel 1959:19).
The

main

objective

of

this

research

concentrates on the first step of
approach,

that

is,

specific

eighteenth

sites.

In

the

identification
villages
from

each

and

site,

century

historic

it

temporally

comparison
that

of

is

identification
Houma

hoped

that

sucessive
the

the overall

however

the direct historical

archaeological

future,

of
a

the

paper

of

occupational
through

the

historic

Houma

archaeological

record

degree

and

nature

of

Houma acculturation can be recognized within the material
culture.

II
ETHNOHISTORICAL RECORD
Before any attempt at reconstructing the past Houma
lifestyle can be made,
lyzing

and

some practical problems with ana

interpreting

should be reviewed.

the

ethnohistorical

evidence

It is paramount that the investigator

be fully aware of the limitations in the kind of evidence
extracted from historical records.
tation

is

worker

and

"time"

or

the event

the
or

The most obvious limi

distance
events

between

recorded.

the

research

Although

the

researcher himself cannot return to the events reported,
he does possess
historical

the ability to effectively evaluate the

records

concerning

specific

situations

(Baerreis 1961; Pitt 1972).
The first step in this evaluation involves assessing
the degree of accuracy in the description of the situa
tion, that is, establishing if the recorded facts strongly
agree with the actual events.

In doing this, it is impor

tant to know such details as the author of the document,
possible date and place of the described events, and most
importantly, the date and place where the description may
have

been written or published

5

(Pitt 1972).

More often

6
than not, historical works were formally written and pub
lished thirty or fifty years after the occurrence of the
recorded events.
It is also helpful to know various details about the
author's life, likewise his attitudes and personal exper
iences.

By being more intimate with the sources the re

searcher

can

sort

out

possible

falsification in the material.
troublesome

and

"spurious

accidental

errors

and

An example of this is the

Tonti"

memoir

that

(1911) mentions in his ethnographic work.

Swanton

Other problems

such as internal inconsistencies of the data, the documen
tor's proximity to the situation,
sures

for modifying

the

record

and the possible pres

by

the observer,

can be

successfully dealt with if the researcher develops a keen
and

almost

evidence.

instinctive

with

the

given

documentary

In this way a "semantic understanding" of the

data can be achieved.
document

feel

formally

It is not enough to know what the

states

but

what the author "intended"

also

to gain

insight

into

to say, and to interpret any

behavior described in its own context (Pitt 1972:58).
The

bias

of

the

individual

observer

usually

stems

from what is called "ethnocentrism" or a lack of cultural
relativism.

An observer

in this case, may often report

events in his own cultural framework.

Although the early

French-Louisiana

in

literature

utilized

this

research

reveals a relatively mild degree of ethnocentrism, never

7
theless a "backward primitive" attitude is not altogether
absent

from the material.

Frequently

Du Ru 1700 and Gravier 1700)
stitutions

in

deprecatory

the records

(i.e.

describe certain native

terms,

constantly

in

emphasizing

the inferiority and differences vis-a-vis eighteenth cen
tury European

cultural

models.

In

instances

where

the

native culture was favorably compared, it was only because
of

their possible outward similarity to highly idealized

European behavior (Pitt 1972).
Of the particular demands and pressures incurred upon
the eighteenth century observer
the

facts,

the

early

Jesuit

strong cultural biases.
often

wrote

"heathenism"

of

the

missionary

recording

accounts

reveal

In his published memoirs, Gravier
Houma

emphasizing

(Gravier 1700).

in "correctly"

religion

its

evil

However, strong

in

and

terms
magical

of

its

aspects

institutional pressures

such as the Jesuit Order of French Louisiana did not en
tirely stop missionaries from writing relatively unbiased
accounts, as one can see in the journal of Du Ru (1700).
Both Le Page Du Pratz
(1753)

(1774)

and Dumont de Montigny

have extensively reported on the customs and be

liefs of the historic Natchez Indians.

Both Du Pratz and

Dumont are considered by many as excellent in accurately
recording the material culture as well as the religion and
social

organization

aspects

among

rounding native Louisiana tribes.

the

Natchez

and

sur

8
This research paper is however, not specifically con
cerned with the Natchez tribe.

The documentary evidence

of the Natchez, although extremely useful for establishing
an

analogy

between

the

Natchez

and

their

culturally

similar Houma neighbors, is not solely consulted here.

If

we assume that Du Pratz's description of the Natchez tribe
proper can be applied towards a "general" description of
the

"natives

of Louisiana"

(Du Pratz

1774:322)

then the

specific Houma ethnographic evidence such as found in the
letters,

journals,

Charlevoix
Gravier

(1744),

and

accounts

d'Iberville

(1700), La Harpe

(1831)

by

(1699).
etc.,

Bossu

(1771),

Du Ru

(1700),

can be used as a

comparative background with Du Pratz's Natchez description
in producing

a more

complete Houma

cultural

reconstruc

tion.
Subsistence
From the ethnohistorical records a fair configuration
of the Houma means of subsistence can be obtained.
ferent

aspects

of

their

unique

hunting

and

Dif

gathering

economy were recorded by several visitors during the first
half

of

historical

the

eighteenth

accounts

are

century.
painfully

Unfortunately
silent

on

these
certain

aspects of their subsistence techniques, and therefore not
as ethnographically informative as one would wish them to
be.

What the records do indicate is that

the historic

9
Houma relied on the hunting and gathering of wild
quite heavily,

foods

if not equally as much as on the cultiva

tion of domesticated foods.

In order for them to have had

accomplished this, they undoubtedly possessed an excellent
understanding of the environment in which a wide range of
floral and animal resources were successfully exploited.
The Houma Indians thoroughly exploited many different
types of wild vegetables, nuts, fruits, grasses and seeds.
Of

the wild nuts abundantly available,

the black walnut

(Juglans nigra) seems to have been the most popular type
taken during the fall season.
the

black walnut

colored shell.

as

large,

Du Pratz

porous,

(1774) describes

and having an ebony

He says the Indians made bread from them

by first putting the walnut meat or fruit into water and
then rubbing it until the nut film and oil could be sepa
rated.

D'Iberville

(1699)

recognized

two types of wal

nuts, although one of the types is questionable as to its
classification as a "walnut" species.

He says one of the

nuts possessed a similarity to the Canadian black walnuts
(Juglans

nigra) while

the other,

"a diminutive variety,

similar in appearance to, and no longer than, an olive."
(d'Iberville 1699:55).

It is suggested that this smaller

"walnut" is actually the pecan nut.
Many types of wild edible seeds and berries were col
lected and gathered by the Indians.
enjoyed

blackberries

and

dewberries

The Houma probably
(Rubus

villosus)

10
(Sturtevant 1919:511),
L.),

and

wild

vulpina; V.

reddish-orange wild plums

grapes

(Vitus

aestinalis Michaux; V.

Millardet) (Larson 1980).
consisted

of

the

can

be

grass

parched

and

Michaux; V.

cinenea Englemann et

Other plant

seed-bearing

palmetto), cockspur
seeds

rotundifolia

foods would have

cabbage

palmetto

(Echinochloa), whose
ground

(Prunus

into

meal,

(Sabal
abundant

wild

rice

(Zizania aquatica), (Buachea serrulete), wild sweet pota
toes

(Ipomoea pandurata L.),

roots

such

including

as swamp potatoes

various

tuberous

(Sagittaria L .) , (Albrecht

1940, Kniffen 1975, Larson 1980).
Dumont (1753:16) noted that "sorrel"
acetosa L.)

(Sturtevant 1919:512)

(oseille)

and "tarragon"

(Rumex
(estra-

gua)" (Artemsia dracunculus L.) were also gathered by the.
Houma

(Sturtevant 1919:66).

thus

tuberous)

giant

ragweed,

species)

and
and

Although sunflowers

pigweed,
marshelder

goosefoot,
(all

were not explicitly cited

(Helian-

lambsquarters,

various

chenopodium

in the Houma litera

ture, we may assume that they semi-cultivated these wild
grasses often found along the Mississippi River sand banks
(Byrd and Neuman 1978:16).

Most of these wild plants have

seeds which can be ground into meal.
and Albrecht
dame

sauvage"

utilized.

(1940)
or

Both Swanton (1911)

have commented on Du Pratz's
"choupichoul"

Although Swanton

(1911)

which

the

"belle

Natchez

had

interpreted the Indian

"choupichoul" as a species of wild rice or water millet,
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Albrecht, has instead identified the "belle dame sauvage"
as a chenopodium species,

commonly known as goosefoot or

pigweed.
Some certain shrubs or small trees were also avail
able to the Houma.
their native use.

Du Pratz gives us some insight as to
He mentions the "ayac" (swamp maple) or

"stinking wood."
The ayac, or stinking-wood, is usually a small
tree, seldom exceeding the thickness of a man's
leg; its leaf is of a yellowish, green, glossy,
and of an oval form, being about three inches in
length.
The natives use the wood for dying;
they cut into small bits, pound them, and then
boil them in water.
Having stained this water,
they dip the feathers and hair into it, which it
is their custom to dye first yellow, and then
red. When they intend to use it for the yellow
dye, they take care to cut the wood in the
winter, but if they want only a slight colour
they never mind the season of cutting.
(Du Pratz 1774:244).
Another small shrub that Du Pratz mentioned was "yapon" or
the cassina bush.
. . . caffine, or yapon, is a shrub which never
grows higher than 15 feet; its bark is very
smooth, and the wood flexible. The natives make
an intoxicating liquor from it, boiling it in
water till great part of the liquor evaporates
(Du Pratz 1744:255).
This

"yapon

shrub"

that Du

Pratz

speaks

of

is of

course the common Louisiana redberry bush or "black drink"
herb

(Ilex vomitoria) that Houma women were recorded pre

paring

and drinking

in excessive

amounts at the funeral

ceremony of a Houma chief in 1700 (Du Ru 1700 Hudson 1976

12
and

1979;

F.

B.

Kniffen,

personal

communication

1983;

Merrill 1979).
Tobacco,

a narcotic

and

indigenous plant,

recorded as being used by the Houma.

was also

Tobacco is specific

ally noted in the journals of d'Iberville (1699), Sauvolle
(1699),

and Dumont

(1753).

offered as the "calumet"
European visitors.

It was usually ceremonially

to d'Iberville, and other early

The tobacco that the Houma cultivated,

was probably of the Nicotiana rustica variety, a more yel
lowish,

thicker

flesh

plant

variety

(Albrecht 1940).

than

the

milder

virqiniana

This tobacco often was grown in

separate garden patches

because

it was

believed to have

been injurious to other crops.
Different types of cane were mentioned by Du Pratz
and Dumont.
tecta; the

The
long

distinguished
moist

river

short

species

species:

A.

is known as Arundinaria

gigantea.

between the cane growth that grows in the
bottomlands and the kind that

elevated and drier

terrain.

produced

stalks

such hard

The
that

1976).

("chychycouchy")

inhabits more

short cane

d'Iberville

made use of cane handles.

instruments

(1699:54)

note

that,

"the

described,

The use of cane was not limited

to just kitchen utensils or musical instruments.
made

tecta)

(Du Pratz 1774 and

Some of the ceremonial dance
that

(A.

they were often used as

eating utensils and small hand knifes
Hudson

Both Frenchmen

natives make matts,

Du Pratz

sieves,

small

boxes, and other works of it. . .
detail

about

the

cane

breads

they

He continued in more
made

from

its

wild

grains.
After a certain number of years, the large
canes bear a great abundance of grain, which is
somewhat like oats, but about three times as
large.
The natives carefully gather these
grains and make bread or gruel of them.
When
the reeds have yielded the grain they died, and
none appear for a long time after in the same
place, especially if fire has been set to the
old ones (Du Pratz 1774:250).
Native furniture was also made of sturdy cane fibers.
The beds of the natives are placed round
the sides of their huts, about a foot and a half
from the ground, and are formed in this manner.
Six forked stakes support two poles, which are
crossed by three others, over which canes are
laid so close as to form an even surface, and
upon these are laid several bear skins, which
serve for the bed furniture; a buffalo's skin is
the coverlet, and a sack stuft with Spanish
beard is the bolster.
The women sometimes add
to this furniture of the bed mats wove of canes,
dyed of three colours, which colours in the
weaving are formed into various figures.
These
mats render the bottom of the bed still smooth
er, and in hot weather they remove the bear
skins and lie upon them. Their seats or stools,
which they seldom use, are about six or seven
inches high, and the seat and feet are made of
the same piece (Du Pratz 1774:261).
D'Iberville
among the Houma.

also

confirms

the

use

of

cane

matting

When he was allowed to enter the Houma

village his journal reveals that "they salute me in their
customary manner, and subsequently took me by the arm and
conducted me to the cane mats placed at the center of the
settlement" (emphasis mine)

(d'Iberville 1699:54).
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If the practice of hunting and fishing greatly sup
ported the Houma subsistence base it is not strongly sug
gested

in the documentary evidence.

The tone

indicated

from these sources range from indifference to neglect as
illustrated by Gravier, "As they are satisfied with their
squashes and their corn of which they have an abundance,
they are
151) .

indolent,

and hardly ever hunt"

(Gravier

1700:

Of course Gravier and others who initially visited

the Houma from 1699 through 1700 were often there in the
late winter and spring.
likely

involved

At this time the Houma were most

in preparing

the fields

for planting of

the new year's crops and therefore not seriously engaged
in hunting and fishing activities at the time.
usually

went

hunting

during

the

fall

and

The men

early

winter

season, and the women and children intensely gathered nuts
and

fruits

in

the

Kniffen 1975).
they probably
resources.

woods

(Campbell

1959;

Hudson

1976;

However, when the Houma did hunt and fish
took

advantage

of

a wide

range of animal

Nevertheless, discussion is restricted here to

animals specifically cited in the ethnohistorical sources.
An important species in the hunting economy was deer
(Odocoileus

virginianus), which

more

dry

brushy

zone

are

the

uplands

cottontail

and fox squirrel

terrain.
rabbit

(Sciurus niger).

generally
Also

inhabited
inhabiting

(Sylvilagus

the
this

floridanus),

The moist bottomlands

mark the area of the swamp rabbit (Sylvilagus aquaticus),
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gray

squirrel

(Sciurus

cinereoarqenteus),
beaver

carolinensis), gray

opossum

(Caster canadensis).

(Didelphis

fox

(Urocyon

virginiana),

and

Charles Cleland cautions us

that this arbitrary division between bottomland and upland
species may not be defined as a "strict dichotomy" because
the

deer,

turtle,

and

cottontail
black

rabbit,

bear

gray

inhabit

fox,

both

raccoon,

ecological

box
zones

(Cleland 1965:96).
In any case the hunting of deer by the Indians cap
tured the attention of Bossu

(1771) and Du Pratz

(1774).

Bossu describes the practice:
The Indians usually go hunting at the end of
October . . .
these people use some strange
tricks to kill deer.
They take with them into
the woods a dried head of the male of the
species.
They cover their backs with a deer
skin and put an arm through the neck of the
dried head to grip. Then they get down on their
knees, while holding the head in view, and imi
tate the deer's cry.
The animals, fooled by
this trick, come quite close to the hunters, who
kill them easily.
There are Indians who have
used this ruse to kill up to four hundred deer
in a single winter (Bossu 1759:146).
Du Pratz says "the deer is very frequent in this pro
vince, notwithstanding the great numbers of them that are
killed by the natives . . " (Du Pratz 1774:255) .

He then

describes in detail the individual method of hunting deer:
The natives hunt the deer sometimes in com
panies, and sometimes alone.
The hunter who
goes alone, furnished himself with the dried
head of a deer, with part of the skin of the
neck flattened to it, and this skin is stretched
out with several hoops made of split cane, which
are kept in their places by other splits placed
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along the inside of the skin so that the hands
and arms may be easily put within the neck.
Being thus provided, he goes in guest of the
deer, and takes all necessary precautions not to
be discovered by that animal: when he sees one,
he approaches it as gently as possible, hiding
himself behind a bush which he carries in his
hand till he be within shot of it. But if, be
fore he can come near enough, the buck shakes
its head, which is a sign that he is going to
make some capers and run away, the hunter imme
diately counterfeits the cries of those animals
when they call each other, in which case the
buck frequently comes up towards him.
He then
shows the head which he holds in his hand, the
appearance of a buck feeding, and lifting his
head from time to time to graze.
The hunter
still keeps himself behind the bush till the
buck comes near enough to him, and the moment he
turns his side, he fires at the hollow of his
shoulder, and lays him dead (Du Pratz 1774:256).
It should be pointed out here that the accounts of
rapid decline in the historic Houma population would have
made it highly unlikely that they could have mustered the
200 to 300 able-bodied men required for a communal deer
hunt that Du Pratz (1774) describes among the Natchez.
is

suggested

type
after
that

of

deer

initial
deer

that
hunts

the

compound

were

historic

populations

drives

or

not practiced

contact.
migrate

Larson
very

"impoundment"

among

the Houma

(1980)

little,

reports

requiring

local population several years to renew its numbers.
this

in mind,

It

a

With

the Houma probably hunted in small groups

utilizing the methods described by Du Pratz

(1774).

In

addition, selection with respect to the age and sex of the
animals was probably practiced.
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Du Pratz also givs us a description of

the various

ways of preparing and curing deer meat.
When a deer is brought, they cut off the head,
and then take off the skin whole, beginning at
the neck, and rolling it down, as they cut it,
like a stocking.
The legs they cut off at the
knee-joints, and having cleaned and washed the
skin, they stop all the holes except the neck,
with a kind of paste made of the fat of the deer
mixed with ashes, over which they tie several
bindings with the bark of the limetree.
Having
thus provided a kind of cask, they fill it with
the oil of the bear, which they prepare by
boiling the flesh and fat together. The Deer of
Oil, as it is called, they sell to the French
for a gun, a yard of cloth, or any other thing
of that value (Du Pratz 1774:262).
Other products made from the deer

included clothing

which was frequently worn during colder weather.
provides

us

with

a

description of

the dresses,

Du Pratz
shirts,

pants, and shoes of the Houma probably made out of their
deer hides.
In the cold weather the men cover themselves
with a shirt made of two dressed deer skins,
which is more like a fur nightgown than a shirt:
they likewise, at the same time, wear a kind of
breeches, which cover both the thighs and legs
. . . both men and women, wear a very thin dress
in the summer.
During the heat the men wear
only a little apron of deer skin, dressed white
or dyed black . . .The shoes of the men and
women are of the same, but they rarely wear any
but when they travel.
They are made of deer
skin, the sole and upper-leather of the same
piece, which is sewed together on the upper part
of the foot; they are cut about three inches
longer than the foot and are folded over the
toes; the quarters are about nine inches high,
and fasten round the leg like a buck-skin
(Du Pratz 1774:367).
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"Smoked bear meat" of the black bear
canus), was
(1699)

not absent

and d'Iberville

from Houma
(1699)

diet.

(Ursus ameriBoth Sauvolle

recorded bear hunting with

the Bayogoula and Houma Indians:
As for the man we had left two leagues farther
down, they found a bear that the savages showed
them hiding in the hollow of a tree. One of the
savages climbed up the tree, dropped a fire
brand in the hollow and came down again? feeling
the heat from the fire the bear started to climb
the tree.
Monsieur de Bienville fired several
rifle-shots at it and killed it . . .” (Sauvolle
1699:263).
Caution should be exercised here in interpreting this
method of hunting bears as being prehistorically grounded.
According to Larson (1980) the only pre-eighteenth century
reference of

the use of

bear

fat comes

chronicles of De Soto's march through the

from the Elvas
town of Chiaha.

Most eighteenth century descriptions of Indian bear hunts
include

the

use of

European

firearms.

The method

of

taking bears prior to European contact probably consisted
of

setting

traps or

"deadfalls",

rather

than the manner

described by Sauvolle (1699) and others.
Bear meat, besides being smoked and eaten as an occa
sional source of protein, was valued for its thick layers
of fat.

The fat was boiled and cooked so that oil could

be extracted from it.

The uses of bear oil were numerous.

In

used

addition

cooking

oil,

to

being

its cosmetic

as

a general

attributes

condiment,

included

mixing

and
it
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with

wild sassafras and cinnamon fragments to produce

a

red body lotion or paint (Hudson 1976; Larson 1980).
The absence of wild fowl from the references is pecu
liar but not an uncommon characteristic of the documentary
evidence.

Both Campbell

made mention of it.

(1959)

and Kniffen

(1975)

have

The hunting of water fowl was usually

restricted to certain times of the year, from October to
April.

During historic times as well as now,

literally

millions of birds migrate the "Mississippi fly way" each
year.

Whether the Houma hunted them and were not recorded

doing so or they abstained from taking birds altogether is
not

completely

Kniffen

1975;

presence

understood
Smith

1975;

(Campbell
Swanton

1959;

1911).

"fowl"

D'Iberville wrote that "the Ouma

Ru

d'Iberville

and

was

offered,

Gravier

here.

noted

that,

whether

they

were

wild

nevertheless references by

particularly

domesticated "hens and cocks"
sardonically

(D'Iber

It may not be clear as to what type of

turkeys or domestic chickens,
Du

the

the apparent

chief sent me eight fowl and some gourds . . . "
ville 1699:62).

1976;

However,

of domestic chickens makes up for

paucity of wild birds.

Hudson

describe

the

keeping of

in Houma villages.

"there

are

chickens

Du Ru

and

eggs

At any time but Lent one could make a good fare"

(Du Ru 1700:38).

But it is in Gravier's account that we

learn of the Houma abstinance of chicken in their diet.
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There are very few villages in France where
there are more hens and cocks than in that of
the Houmas, because they never kill any and will
not even eat any of those that their dogs quite
often kill.
When one wishes to obtain chickens
from them he must not say that he intends to
kill or eat them.
They would give them with
reluctance; but they willingly sell these fowls
when they are not killed in their presence, or
when they are told that they will be taken away
to be reared as with them. The hens have little
chickens at all times. . . . (Gravier in Swanton
1911:288-89).
It has been suggested that the Houma chickens were
originally acquired from an European shipwreck at the Mis
sissippi River mouth and subsequently kept as "curiosities
or objects of superstition" (Swanton 1911:289).
D'Iberville while navigating the Mississippi River in
1699, noted that near the vicinity of New River, five and
a half leagues above the Bayogoula village campsite, there
were "fertile fishing grounds."

He goes on to say, "I set

several fishing lines, but caught only two catfish, which
they say,

are found

(D'Iberville 1699:51).

there

in large quantities.

. . ."

Father Du Ru's luck at fishing was

not any better than d'Iberville's:
When I arrived at the bank of the river, I was
regaled with an excellent mess of brill (fresh
water
shrimp or prawns)
...
I am going
fishing. My diner tomorrow depends on it.
The
brill do not bite because the muskets shots have
frightened them.
Hunters spoil a fisherman's
business.
I lost more than one fish on that
account (Du Ru 1700:30).
However, Du Ru found native dining among the Natchez
a little better suited to his taste.
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At half past in the evening we arrived at the
little port of Natchez and were regaled there
with an enormous carp (most likely the black
buffalo fish) with some sauce that is eaten with
it.
It is always excellent food.
(Du Ru
1700:30).
Generally
Southeast,

speaking,

fishing was

parts— hunting

and

the unpopularity of

during

less

historic

important

horticulture

hunting and gathering activities

than

(Hudson

fish was due

times

in

the

its counter

1976).

Whether

to the abandonment of
in favor of more horti

cultural farming practices, or strictly a cultural aspect
manifested
question

in

dietary

(Hudson 1976;

avoidance
Smith

rules,

1975).

still

remains

The Houma

characterization of not being avid fishermen,

fit

a

the

but Du Ru

(1700) and d'Iberville (1699) somewhat hint that the Houma
occasionally fished along the Mississippi and in the adja
cent lakes

and bayous.

It

several methods for fishing.

is

inferred

that

they

used

The first may have been a

"fish drive" described in the Lincecum manuscript of the
neighboring Choctaw.
The weather was hot, and the people, male and
female, old and young, went into the water.
The
shoal was full of large fish, and by forming a
line at the upper and lower terminations of the
shallow water, and by standing jammed foot to
foot, from shore to shore, they could prevent
the fish escaping into deep water.
The shoal
was two or three thousand steps of shallow
water, and as soon as the lines of feet and legs
were securely set at the two ends of it, the
whole nation plunged into the river amongst the
penned-up great fish, and wallowing and tumbling
in the pleasant water, their gleeful shouts,
while capturing countless numbers of fish, were
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heard to ring from one end of the shoal to the
other.
It was a great time with them, the like
of which had never been seen by the Chahta
(Choctaw) tribe before.
In a short time they
had taken sufficient for a big feast.
Placing
the fish on little scaffolds of poles, with fire
beneath, they were soon ready and they feasted
and danced through the next night (Campbell
1959:13).
The second way appears to have been good in trapping
catfish.
By several ingenious contrivances they made
shift to take a great many fish from the river.
The river was full of very large, fat fish, and
the people esteemed them so highly as the most
delicious food, that the temptation to try to
capture them was very great.
One contrivance,
and it was a most successful one, was to sew a
fresh buffalo skin around a frame-work made of a
series of hoops, which were fastened to small
rods, so as to keep them in position.
When the
skin was fastened to the hoops, it formed a
large hollow tube, nearly as long as a man.
One
end of it was laced up in a kind of open work
with strips of rawhide.
The hide at the other
end extended far enough beyond the framework to
close up the aperture when it was folded inwards
to the center.
Then all around the edge of it
they made small holes through which they ran one
end of a strong rawhide string.
Then just in
side the mouth they placed a loose hoop which
was barely strong enough to hold it open.
It
was now complete.
And placing it in the water,
when the bottom was visible, with the mouth down
stream, the patient fisherman, holding the draw
string in his hand, seated himself on the bank
sedulously watching his trap as it lay in the
deep
clear water,
until
the
big
catfish
(nakishtalali) would enter, when he would sud
denly and forcibly draw the string and close up
the mouth of the trap. And now raising the trap
to the surface, the water would run out through
the open work at the hinder end, when the trap
would be dragged out on the shore; and taking
out his fish, place his trap in the water again.
In this manner they supplied themselves with
considerable quantities of fish.
It was the
odor of the blood from the fresh buffalo hide
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that attracted the fish; and when it had been
used so long that it ceased to taint the water,
they would tie pieces of fresh meat in it
(Campbell 1959:14)
A

third method involved the use of mild poisoning.

The substances used in "muddying the water" were probably
"buckeye"

(Seculin L.) and the root of the plant "devil's

shoestring"

(Tephroria virginiana) (Hudson 1976:284).

An

other common way of fishing was by bow and arrow or spears
from a pirogue.
Charles Cleland has provided us with additional in
formation of the specific types of fish the Houma may have
caught.
gar

They are the two kinds of garfish, the alligator

(Lepisosteus spatala) and long-nosed gar

osseus),
black

the

buffalo

(Micropterus

fresh-water
fish

drum

(Ictiobus

salmoides),

(Lepisosteus

(Aplodinotus

grunniens),

niger), large

shovel-nose

mouth

sturgeon

rhyrehus platorhynchus), and flat-head catfish

bass

(Scaphi-

(Pylodictis

olivaris), the species that d'Iberville mentioned catching
at

New

River

below

the

Houma

landing

site

(Cleland

1965:97) .
Another Houma
little

to

do

with

subsistence
diet,

but

enthnographically interesting.

item appears
is

to have had

nevertheless

just

as

Du Ru recorded the use of

"looms" for spinning bark among the Houma women.
This one (cabin) where I have passed the day is
filled with women who spin bark and work at the
looms of which I have spoken (Du Ru 1700:29).
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Du Pratz also commented on the spinning of bark among the
Houma.
The bark they take from mulberry shoots that
rise from the root of trees that have been cut
down; after it is dried in the sun they beat it
to make all the woody part fall off, and they
give the threads that remain a second beating,
after which they bleach them by exposing them to
the dew.
When they are well whitened they spin
in the following manner; they plant two stakes
in the ground about the yard and a half asunder,
and having stretched a cord from the one to the
other, they fasten their threads of bark double
to this cord, and then interweave them in a
curious manner into a cloak of about a yard
square with a wrought border round the edges (Du
Pratz 1774:363).
In

addition,

hemp

(Apocynum

cannabinum)

was

often

spun into a kind of crude in thread in which feathers from
wild turkeys or ducks were woven into light-weight cloaks
and capes (Hudson 1976:267).
The

importance

Houma Indians
In

the

will

of maize or corn cultivation to the
probably never

ethnohistorical

horticulture

is

accounts,

be
the

fully appreciated.
practice

repeatedly mentioned.

of

maize

D'Iberville

said

that the Houma maize fields were located in the valley and
the neighboring hilltops adjacent to the main village.
also

described

a

fertile

region

He

(the present-day Tunica

Hills of the Louisiana-Mississippi border)

as being "com

posed of little hills of fine, black soil.

There are no

rocks;

entering

river."

in fact

I have

(d'Iberville

not

seen any since

1699:55).

He was

dine on other dishes such as "sagamite"

also

invited

the
to

(a type of corn-
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meal dish)

and various

kinds of

cornbreads

(d'Iberville

1699) .
In

speaking

about

the

corn

among

the

Bayogoula,

Sauvolle wrote:
They later brought us a quantity of Indian wheat
prepared in various ways some in form of loafs
both round and of some length which they had
baked under beds, after the women had ground the
millet, some had been cooked in bear fat, some
had been prepared like sagamite, with the inser
tion of numbers of soft beans in the dough and
some
were
of
just
baked
flour
(Sauvolle
1699:257).
Other

visitors

among

the Houma mention

corn such as Gravier and Du Ru.

the

use of

"As they are satisfied

with their squashes and their corn, of which they have an
abundance . .

(Gravier in Swanton 1911:288-89).

Du Ru, while complaining about the Louisiana weather,
mentions Houma women grinding corn.
This

is

discouraging

grind Indian corn

because

it

"Now comes more rain.
will

in the villages,

cannot leave . . ."

be

impossible

and without

to

that we

(Du Ru 1700:30).

La Harpe praised the agricultural qualities of the
Houma in 1718.
itself

". . . that this nation (the Houma) busies

in raising hens and in the culture of maize and

beans."
Du
"nations"

(La Harpe in Margry 1718:IV 244-45).
Pratz,
offers

generally
us

the

speaking
most

of

factual

Louisiana
account

agriculture" and its associated by-products.

Indian

of

He says:

"corn
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All the nations whom I have known and who in
habit from the sea as far as the Illinois, and
even farther, which is a space of about fifteen
hundred miles, carefully cultivate the maize
corn, which they make their principal substance
(Du Pratz 1774:368).
Of the different variety of corn Du Pratz says:
Louisiana produces several kinds of Maiz, namely
flour maiz, which is white, with a flat and
shriveled surface, and is the softest of all the
kinds; Homony corn which is round, hard, and
shining; of this there are four sorts, the
white, the yellow, the red, and the blue; the
Maiz of these two last colours is more common in
the high lands than in the Lower Louisiana
(Du Pratz 1774:226).
The varieties of maize Du Pratz mentions most likely
fit

within

1) dent

the

or

types

"flour"

known
corn,

today.
Zea

They

Mays,

would

var.

include

indentata;

2) flint or "hominy", var. indurata; 3) "soft" corn, var.
amylacea; 4) "sweet" corn, var. Sacharata; and 5) "starchy
sweet"

corn,

var. amylacea

everta and "pod corn",

saccarata.

"Pop corn"

var.

var. tunicata may have also been

utilized by the Houma (Albrecht 1940:11).
Bean cultivation among
several observers
1831).

the Houma was also noted by

(Bossu 1771; Dumont 1753;

These beans were most likely of Phaseolus vulgaris

species

including

navy,

red,

(Albrecht 1940; Kniffen 1975).
corn

and La Harpe

so

that

the

stalks

would

(Albrecht 1940, Hudson 1976).

kidney,

and

pinto

beans

Beans were planted beside
support

the

bean

vines
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In addition,
between

pumpkins

the Houma

(1753), Sauvolle
cultivation

of

maize

(Cucurbitae) were often grown

hills

(Albrecht

(1699), and Bossu
pumpkins.

1940).

Dumont

(1771) all mention the

Bossu

referred

to

them

as

"giromands" in addition to being very common in the South
east (Bossu 1771:127).

Squashes and gourds are frequently

mentioned in the literature.

The bottle gourds (Laqenaria

siceraria) were remarkably useful

for the Houma

in that

when cured, their hard, bouyant shells make strong "water
vessels,

dippers,

ladles,

cups,

bowls,

rattlers, masks and many other things"
D'Iberville

recorded

gourds

being

bird

houses,

(Hudson 1976:294).

used

as

"tambours-

chychycouchy" or gourd instruments, containing dried seeds
(d'Iberville 1699:54).

He also reported "gourds" as being

one of the kinds of food provisions he received from the
Houma chief

(d'Iberville 1699:62).

In both cases, gourds

and squash cultigens seem to have been utilized with the
latter

as a food staple and the former as kitchen ware.

It is suggested
(1700)

that

and d'Iberville

the

squash

(1699)

referred

to by Gravier

is of the Cucurbita moshata

species and not of the northern C. pepo species.

C. pepo

is usually identified and associated with earlier prehis
toric sites, whereas C. moshata, which originated from the
Caribbean area or Mexico,

is found often at later proto

historic and early historic sites.

C. moschata was most
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likely introduced into the Southeast by subsequent Euro
pean migrations (Cutler 1965:102).
Several sources describe the cultivation methods that
the Houma used at

the

time

of

initial European visits.

According to Sauvolle, "Their fields, where they raise the
millet are near their villages and they make use of buffa
lo bones to hoe them with. . ." (Sauvolle 1699:261).
Du Pratz provides some further details:

.

For dressing their fields they use inverted hoes
which are formed in the shape of an L, having
the lower part flat and sharp; and to take the
husk from their corn they made large wooden mor
tars by hollowing the trunks of trees with fire
(Du Pratz 1774:360).
Bossu also recorded his version of this practice, but
it is different in that he records the "hoes" being made
out of hardwood as well as bison scapulae.
For agricultural instruments, they used animal
bone or spades made of hardwood. This is ex
tremely fertile everywhere in America.
When the
fall thick grass is dried by the frost in
winter, the Indians burn it.
Then they dig up
the ground with their spades and sow it. Three
months later they harvest their crop, which con
sists of corn, millet, beans and other vege
tables, potatoes, pistachios, and watermelons
(Bossu 1771:127).
In all, a significant proportion of Houma subsistence
was clearly dependent upon hunting, fishing, and gathering
wild foods.
is sparse,

Although documentation of hunting and fishing
nevertheless it had to be of some importance

when considering the type of horticulture they practiced.
The kind of plant cultivation given in the ethnohistorical
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descriptions was "intensive",

in that a sizable quantity

of food was grown on a rather small quantity of land (Hud
son 1976:291).

The naturally fertile levee ridges

in early historic

times

probably

exceeded

two

(which

to three

miles from the river bank inland) of the Mississippi River
periodically deposited rich alluvial soils which produced
dense canebrakes and where cultivated corn could thrive as
well.

To get a maximum yield from their small fields the

techniques of "intercropping"
tary

vegetables

mixed

(several kinds a complemen

together

in

the

same

field)

and

"multiple cropping"

(the planting of two successive crops

in

at

the

same

(Herndon

field

1967:287).

the
Crops

same

season), were

such

as

maize,

utilized

beans,

and

squash known as the "three sisters" or the "trilogy," were
often

accompanied

grasses

such

as

by

other

pumpkins,

nutritious
sunflowers,

vegetables
and

and

chenopodium

(Hudson 1976:279).
Subsistence

is the way of making a living from the

environment around us.

From what has been culled from the

Houma

sources

ethnohistorical

would

hardly

constitute

"making a living".

Houma subsistence was more than ac

quiring

also

food.

It

cooking of those foods,
exchange

of

property

included,

the

preservation

and

in addition to the ownership and

and

goods

in conjunction with

the

subsequent nature of travel and trade patterns associated
with

these

activities.

It

is

in

those

particular

categories that the Houma ethnohistory is disappointingly
inadequate.
Social Organization
The ethnohistorical evidence reveals that the Houma
shared many

cultural

traits

with

the

other

neighboring

I

Lower Mississippi River Valley tribes such as the historic
Natchez, Bayogoula, and Tunica.

The Houma social organi

zation appears to have been matrilineally oriented in that
the Houma society was

governed

individuals

or

only

to

through

groups
the

by rules that affiliated

categories

mother's

of

lineage.

kinsmen
Although

related
no

one

European visitor among the Houma extensively discussed the
Houma kinship system, Father Gravier did record some de
tails about the life of a socially important female prior
to his visit in 1700.
The old man who keeps up the fire— the name of
which, he told us, was "louak or loughe", the
"sacred fire"— showed us the bones of the woman
chief who died last year.
That woman had so
distinguished herself by the blows that she in
flicted upon her enemies, having in person led
several war parties, that she was looked upon as
an Amazon, and as the mistress of the whole
village.
Greater honor was paid to her than to
the great chief; for she occupied the first
place in all the councils, and, when she walked
about, was always preceded by four young men,
who sang and danced the calumet to her. She was
dressed as an Amazon; she painted her face and
wore her hair like the men (Gravier 1700:148
49).
From Gravier's excerpt the concept of the "matrilineage", where

"matrilineal

kinsmen"

trace

descent

from

a
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known ancestress, appears to have been in effect among the
Houma of the late seventeenth century and continued until
at

least

These

the

kinsmen

mid-nineteenth century
probably

lived in

(Bowen

the

same

1982:28).

locality

and

owned or shared particular property rights and exclusive
privileges

to

certain

village

ceremonies

(Hudson

1976:189).
The Houma
moieties within
dence

lies

may

also

have recognized weak clans

and/or outside their villages.

This

and
evi

in the Houma's possible affiliation with the

historic Chakchiuma group of

the

present day western Mississippi.

Yazoo

River

Valley

Andrew Albrecht

in

(1945)

in writing about the origin of Baton Rouge, mentions the
historic Houma and says

that the word "houma," or more

accurately "homma" or "humma", is a Choctaw adjective sig
nifying the term red.

The word "houma" also seems to have

been a honorific term in which
war

chiefs

"houma"

utilized

the

many Choctaw and Mobilian

multiple

spelling

of

the

to signify certain tribal characteristics

word
(Hiram

F. Gregory, personal communication 1981).
According

to Albrecht

(1945:46)

the Houma may have

abbreviated their tribal name from meaning "red crawfish"
to simply "red" or "houma" in order to distinguish them
selves

from

their

former

Chakchiuma

relatives.

The

Chakchiuma may have been the home of the "red crawfish",
the original or parent clan that consisted of a series of
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smaller lineages

(i.e, the more southerly Houma villages)

scattered (either by warfare or other internal social dis
ruption) about the various towns south of the Yazoo Basin.
D'Iberville

also

referred

(Chakchiuma)

and

"Ouma"

without

note

to

any

(Houma)

their

(d'Iberville in Albrecht

to
quite

possible

1945:46).

the

"Chochouma"

interchangeably

tribal
Dumont

distinction
further

sub

stantiated this tribal relationship with such comments as
"the crawfish is the war emblem of the Houma"
Albrecht 1945:46).

(Dumont in

Furthermore, the early historic Houma

are supposed to have had left the Chakchiuma due to the
struggle and conflict between the latter
rounding neighbors

the Choctaw

and their

sur

and Chickasaw.

Although

the Chickasaw hostilities occurred much later

than 1700,

the "Saquechuma" or "Sachuma"

(Chakchiuma)

accounts

made

rebellious

1945:48;

Elvas 1904:101,132).

(1904),
"miko

note

of

their

of the Spanish

nature

(Albrecht

From the Elvas narratives

"Niculasa", or "Mikulasa" can be identified as a
lusa",

or

(Swanton 1911:273).

"black

chief"

among

the

Chakchiuma

Although the exact nature of a Houma-

Chakchiuma connection is not known, the Mikolusa or "black
chief" may have corresponded in some way to a "red" Houma
clan or town to the south.

From this, it appears that the

Houma may have left the Chakchiuma either sometime between
DeSoto's 1541 contact and LaSalle's visit in 1682, or just
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prior

to European

contact,

during

the

twilight

of

the

protohistoric.
In summary, the Houma social organization appears to
be

rooted at the tribe or

Gravier

(1700:148-151)

existence

of

D'Iberville

a

and

"Great

noted

that

small chiefdom
Du

Chief"
upon

Ru

level.

(1700:26)

in

the

arriving

Both

mention

Houma

the

village.

at the village

in

1699:
the chief and two of the most eminent villagers
appeared before me at the entrance to the vil
lage, each holding a white cross in their hand.
They saluted me in their customary manner, and
subsequently took me by the arm and conducted me
to the mats placed at the center of the settle
ment, where the entire village had assembled
(d'Iberville 1699:53).
He

also mentioned

that he encountered

three

special men

commissioned to present him the peace pipe.
Protocol required ceremonial smoking of the
calumet while seated upon a mat . . .
These
three new singers conducted me to a hilltop
. . . Upon our arrival the three singers walked
in advance of our party, singing and presenting
the calumet of peace to the village by elevating
it an arm's length overhead (d'Iberville 1699:
53).
From what can be gleaned from the documents, the his
toric Houma tribe consisted of a community, or series of
local
by

communities

caciques

clans,

or

that might have been weakly controlled

mikos

age-grade,

(chiefs), who

organizations

and

represented
other

such as special warriors (chief’s deputies)
party "singers" (Service 1971:99-169).

certain

associations
and welcoming
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Ceremonialism
The most striking aspect of the historic Houma reli
gion

was

their

strong

preoccupation

with

the

sun.

Curiously enough though, characterizations of the Houma as
"sun worshippers" does not occur until
travels and Baudry's excursions
to

ninety

Bossu
other

was

years
the

after

first

"American

their

in 1794-1798,
initial

to distinguish

nations"

as

Bossu's 1751-1762

"sun

some fifty

European
the Houma

contact.
from

worshippers"

the

(Bossu

1771:30).
Then there are the Humas, who are sun worship
pers.
Like almost all other American nations,
these people believe that the Supreme Being
lives in the sun and wants to be worshipped in
this life-giving star as Author of Nature. They
say that there is nothing on earth which can be
compared to the wonderful sun, which lights up
the universe, spreading joy and abundance.
They
have dedicated a cult to the sun as the visible
symbol of the greatness and goodness of a God
who deigns to make himself known to man by show
ering him with blessings (Bossu 1771:30).
Between

1778

and

1794,

Louis

Narcisse

de Lozieres

Baudry visited the Houma who at that time were living on
the western bank of the Mississippi 12 leagues from the
Bayogoulas. According to Baudry, the Houma were "brave and
laborious" as well as being sun cult practitioners.
After having passed the Acolapissas, we returned
to the nation of the Oumas.
It is here that
they most particularly adore the benefactor of
the universe, the star creator of the manifesta
tions on the earth. The sun is their sole deity
and they spread the joy and abundance of it
everywhere.
They carve out of wood small idols
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that are supposed to possess all the characters
of the divinity (sun) , to which they pray and
pay homage to these wooden creatures.
They sing
not to the moon, but to the sun and the true in
strumental works of this god, however, they do
not believe that (the sun) materially enters
their senses.
Therefore, they are given the
name sun-worshippers ("d'adorateurs du soleil")
or that of the oumas (Baudry 1802:21).
Interpretation of these references

lends

the possi

bility that the Houma thought of the sun as the source of
overall warmth and congeniality;
bols of light and life.
in their beliefs.

in other words, as sym

Indeed, the Houma were not unique

All the neighboring Muskhogean tribes

considered the sun as an integral part of their religious
ceremonies
of the

(i.e. the historic Natchez and Choctaw).

non-Christian

religious

were recorded by missionaries

character

a Choctaw missionary,

ascribed

their

people

the

the Choctaw

in the early 19th century.

Allen Wight,
to

of

Some

said that the sun had

power

of

life

and death.

Proof of the sun's omnipotence laid in its representation
as a "flaming eye" which when fixed on any one, assured
that particular person's safety from life's maladies.
as soon as "he
died"

(Wight

(the sun)

in Swanton

But

turned his eye, the individual
1928:179).

The Houma

probably

attributed much of their success in tribal warfare to the
sun's intervention.
of

the sun

It was usually through the influence

("hustahli")

that they were able to find and

seek the correct and brightest "path", which would lead to
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victory,

and

hopefully

safeguard

their

homeward

return

(Wight in Swanton 1928:180).
Another

important aspect of Houma

sun

reverence

is

the "sacred fire" that was constantly kept burning within
their

temples.

who keeps

Gravier

(1700:147) mentions "the old man

up thefire-the name of which he told us was

louak or loughe, the sacred fire."

Of the Nachez sacred

fire Charlevoix says:
A savage, whom they call the keeper of the tem
ple,
is obliged to tend the fire and prevents
its going out.
If it is cold he may have his
fire apart, but he is not allowed to warm him
self
at that which burns in honor of the sun.
This keeper was also at the feast, at least I
saw him not; and his brands made such a smoke
that it blinded us
(Charlevoix
in Swanton
1911:159-161).
Le Petit offers some further notes about the sacred
fire in the temple.
In this temple they take care to keep up a per
petual fire and they are very particular to pre
vent it even blazing; they do not use anything
for it but dry wood of the walnut (hickory) or
oak.
The old men are obliged to carry each one
in his turn, a large log of wood into the enclo
sure of the palisade.
The number of the guard
ians of the temple is fixed, and they serve by
the quarter. He who is on duty is placed like a
sentinel under the shed, from whence he examines
whether the fire is not in danger of going out.
He feeds it with two or three large logs, which
do not burn except at the extremity, and which
they never place one on the other for fear of
getting into a blaze
(Le Petit in Swanton
1911:269).
The

extreme

importance of

the

temple,

which repre

sented the sun's continuous fire, is further attested with
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Penicaut's comment that if the four temple guards let the
fire

accidentally

go

out,

"their

heads would

be broken

with wooden mauls that are always kept in the temple for
that noble purpose" (Penicaut 1723:91).
From these excerpts

certain

tribal

sun's sacred fire can be established.

ideas

about

the

The Houma seem to

have regarded the sacred-fire as the earthly representa
tive of the sun; as an ally of the sun and the principal
symbol of purity.
bably

The fire that Penicaut mentioned pro

consisted of

cross-shaped

logs

encircled

by small

wood or dry cane, enabling the fire to burn slowly in a
circular path.

The Houma sacred fire is probably strongly

associated with the sun circle cross motifs found in the
late

Mississipian

"Southeastern

ceremonial

Ceremonial

(Waring 1965:33)

development

Complex"

or

known

"Southern

as

the

Cult"

During historic times "circle and cross"

motifs were regarded as symbolic of the sun and the way in
which the world was structured.

(Hudson 1976:127; Waring

1965:33).
The

sacred fire as a representation of the sun may

have been considered as possessing some sort of universal
intelligence by the Houma.
the sun,

By being in close concert with

the sacred fire acted as a continuous informant

to the sun of native social behavior.

(Hudson 1976:126-7;

Swanton 1928:206-13).

*
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The Houma are recorded as having a chief's cabin and
a

temple

Father

Du

within

their

Ru, the

Jesuit

villages

(Sauvolle

missionary

and

1699:267).

chaplain

for

d'Iberville's expedition, apparently arrived at the Houma
village

in the middle

of

a funeral ceremony

ducted for the death of the "Great Chief."
mentioning

the existence of

a

temple,

being

con

Du Ru, besides

provides

us

with

some insight to the mortuary function of this temple.
I was in the Great Chiefs cabin where his body
has been lying for more than two months.
After
the flesh drops from the bones, they will take
them to the temple where they will be saved as
he was in his lifetime; he is given a part of
the presents which we gave to the tribe. One of
the evil customs of these savages is to put away
with the deceased all of his possessions (Du Ru
1700:27) .
Although

it is not clear whether Du Ru in speaking

about the Indians in general, or the Houma specifically,
nevertheless

he

indirectly

implies

chief's

wives and other relatives,

suicide

as was

reported among

that

the

committed

the Natchez,

deceased

sacrificial
Taensas,

and

Acolapissa (Du Ru 1700:127; Du Pratz 1774).
I talked to them (Houma) as well as I could, and
succeeded in making them understand that the
dead man has no need of this ceremony and that
the great spirit, to whom heaven serves as a
dwelling place forbids it, that he does not wish
the living to kill themselves for the sake of
the dead, and that the one whom they are
mourning is insensible to whatever they may do
for him (Du Ru 1700:127).
Father

Gravier's

(1700)

description

of

the

temple is without question the best detailed account.

Houma
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There is nothing fine about the temple except
the vestibule, which is embellished with the
most
pleasing
and
best
executed
grosteque
figures that one can see.
There are four
satyrs, two of which are in relief, all four
standing out from the wall, and having on their
heads, their hands, and their legs— for fillets,
bracelets, garters, baldries and belts,— snakes,
mice and dogs.
The colors are black, white,
red, and yellow; and one applied so well, and
with such absence of confusion, that they con
stitute an agreeable spectacle."
(Gravier 1700:
15-47).
Gravier's description of the Houma temple lends dis
cussion to some of the puzzling and esoteric aspects of
the Houma

belief

system.

Although

it is unlikely that

they were strongly influenced by the northerly "Mississippian"

flourescence,

the

Houma,

who

were

probably

more

grounded in the southerly "Plaquemine culture," do show at
the general level, similarities in certain artistic themes
and objects found in the prehistoric "Southeastern Cere
monial

Complex"

(Hudson

1976:77;

Waring

1965).

A

sur

viving aspect of this complex is known as the "Green Corn
Ceremony" or "Busk", which is thought to be tied to a rite
of thanksgiving and gratitude towards the first successful
corn crop of the season (Witthoft 1949).
Although

some

direct

relationship

between

the

his

toric Southeastern beliefs and those of their prehistoric
predecessors
should

has

been

be exercised

reported,

considerable

caution

in drawing complete religio-cultural

analogies between the two cultural traditions either eth
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nographically

or

Muller 1978:316).

archaeologically

(Jennings

1968:256;

In spite of this, Gravier does mention

four wooden figures or "satyrs" of different colors black,
white, red, and yellow, which decorated the Houma temple.
The fact that there were four colored effigies and not two
or three may not have been altogether coincidental.

The

number four is an important value among the southeastern
Indians.

There was a strong emphasis in the native cos

mology

on

stresses

the

the

four-part

importance

division
of

the

primary celestial bodies such
The

colors

red

and

black

namely the sun and the moon.

of

the

cardinal

as

the

represent

world

directions

sun and
two

which
and

the moon.

opposite

sets,

Red was associated with the

eastern horizon, the sacred fire, blood, life and general
success.

Black, on the other hand represents the western

sky, death, and the souls of the ancestors.
sets prevalent

in native North American thought are the

colors

blue

defeat,

and overall trouble;

south,

The other two

or

happiness

purple,

depicting

the

and white,

and peace.

The

north,

warriors'

representing

the

color yellow has been

associated with the more malevolent ideas and characters;
but

this

representation

is

still

unclear

(Hudson

1976:132).
In writing of the Natchez temple, Le Petit offers us
a better glimpse of what the Houma idols may have looked
like.

"These are figures of men and women made of stone
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or baked clay,
serpents,

the heads and the tails of extraordinary

some stuffed owls,

some pieces of crystal and

some jaw-bones of large fish"

(Le Petit in Swanton 1911:

269).

It is intriguing that Houma effigies described by

Gravier

show

a

remarkable

god-animal

similarity

to

the

anthropomorphic representations found at Spiro and Etowah
(Waring
from

and Holder

pre-historic

Natchez,

on

tails.

These

belts,

Spiro

Alibamu,

banners

their

1945).

Both
and

Etowah

Bayogoula,
heads

figures

bracelets,

and
are

garters,

the

and
beads

also

god-animal

figures

and

historic

(i.e.

Houma)

temples

sport

about their necks and

shown

wearing

and balsdrics",

"tasseled

and bipointed

knives (Waring and Holder 1945).
The

apparent

"black drink"

ceremonial

drinking

of

"cassina"

or

by the Houma women was recorded by Du Ru

(1700).

He says that "the women all drink in honor of the

dead

much

as

1700:28).

as

three

or

four

pots

of

water"

(Du Ru

Soon after these women, presumably the chief's

wives regurgitated the concoction thus ending the mourning
ceremony.

While the Houma women described by Du Ru defi

nitely were using a plant emetic of some sort in addition
to water,

it is difficult to determine if this plant was

actually red berry

(Ilex vomitoria).

"Black Drink" was

not an ordinary tea casually drunk by everyone.
viewed

as an esoteric preparation

contexts,

restricted

It was

to special

such as a mortuary one recorded here among the
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Houma,

and

(Merrill

to certain

1979:72-73).

Southeastern
restricted
(Hudson

In

Indians,

to

male

individuals

the

groups

1976:226-29;

within

general,
taking
and

Merrill

the

among
of

community

most

black

drink

male-oriented

1979:72-3).

historic
was

activities

However,

the

Houma practice which included females instead, presents us
with an interesting and variant case.

Generally speaking,

the black drink is considered as a symbol or vehicle for
the

conveyance

and

expression

of

"purity"

accomplished

through its medicinal qualities (Merrill 1979:73).

Wheth

er it was served and drunk during Houma mortuary services,
important

ritual

functions,

political

activities

(i.e.,

peacemaking ceremonies), or as a simple social offering to
visitors, it certainly must have served as a mediator, and
in a sense,

a lubricant of

social

relationships

in the

aboriginal Southeast (Merrill 1979:73).
The use of tobacco

(Nicotiana rustica L .) among the

Houma seems to have been of a two-fold nature.

The first

being an act of hospitality and intended peaceful behavior
toward the early French explorers.

Its ceremonial impor

tance is accurately documented by d'Iberville
other contemporary visitors:

(1699)

and

"Protocol required ceremon

ial smoking of the calumet (peace pipe) while seated upon
a mat"
three

(d'Iberville
Houma

1699:63).

welcoming

d'Iberville's party,

As previously mentioned,

"singers"

"singing

marched

in

and presenting

advance

of

the calumet
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of peace to the village by elevating
overhead"

(d'Iberville 1699:53).

this formality a year later.

it an arm's length

Du Ru also witnessed

"Two singers, one awaiting

us on a height, offer us peace as soon as they see us in
the distance. . ." (Du Ru 1700:26).
Father Du Ru enlightens us to another use of tobacco
among the Houma, that is as a purifying agent.
that "the singer joined them (mourners)

He noted

and sang a dirge

over the tomb of the dead, perfumed it with his tobacco
and did not stop before a full half hour of ceremonies"
(Du Ru 1700:28).

Tobacco smoke or bits of the leaf itself

were closely related to fire and the sun, which we have
seen, symbolized purity in ritual contexts.

From what Du

Ru has said, it appears that the "singer" he mentions was
performing an act that cleared or purified
person

from

natural

"pollutions"

the deceased

accumulated

throughout

his life.
The conjuring of the weather was ritualized
designed to affect or govern the weather.
was

also recorded

among

of

their customs

This practice

the Houma by Du Ru

describes their unique method as follows:
is, during bad weather,

in acts

(1700) .

He

"still another
to conjure the

storm, and drive off the clouds by blowing through their
hands"

(Du Ru 1700:21).

He woefully added, "Our savages

had a lot of blowing to do.

It rains and thunders enough

to crash everything" (Du Ru 1700:26).
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Some of the Houma medicinal practices were also il
lustrated from excerpts by Du Ru (1700), Dumont (1753), Du
Pratz

(1724), and Gravier

three

"old

people

medicine

from

a

"bloody flux"

men"

ravaging

(1700). Gravier comments on the
who

attempted

abdominal

to

disease

(European introduced dysentary).

cure
called

their
the

"All that

they do for their sick is to suck them until blood comes.
I

saw

one

in

the

hands

of

the

old medicine men;

one

whistled and played on a gourd, another sucked while the
third

sang

the song of the alligator, whose skin served

him as a drum" (Gravier 1700:151, 153.)
Du Ru

(1700:26)

noted a different method of dealing

with illness.
Another custom less terrible but more ridiculous
is that the medicine men of these tribes, when a
sick person is at the point of death, and they
see that all their incantations are useless,
crowd closely around him and breathe through his
mouth, ears, etc. as strongly as they can.
M.
de Bienville and ten other credible witnesses
have seen this done.
,
Du Pratz (1774) offers his commentary on this subject.
The charlatans (or jugglers, as the French have
named them) , who have been seen in each nation
of Canada to perform the office of priests and
doctors, and who, among the neighbors at the
Natchez, do the work of diviners, are confined
among them to the functions of sucking afflicted
portions of the body, after having made some
scarifications with a very slender flint splin
ter. These scarifications do not occupy so much
space that they cannot be sucked all together.
Dumont

(1753:172-3)

tice also.

reported on this blood-letting prac
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The bulexis (Biloxi medicine men) never use
lancets to draw blood, but when they have a sick
person who they think needs to be bled they take
a splinter of flint with which they make many
incisions in the flesh of the sick person in the
place where he feels the pain.
After that they
suck the blood, either with the mouth or with
the end of a bison horn, which they have sawed
off and of which they have made a kind of one
(cornet) which they apply to the place. This is
what they call a bleeding.
Indian illnesses

and disease were usually explained

as a result of some individual impurity that had evidently
affected

the general

(Hudson 1976:174)
contact,

the Houma

well-being

of

the

community

itself

During the period of initial European
may

have

seen

their

apparent

intol

erance to the new diseases as a result of economical and
social wrongs in native-European

interaction.

medicine men that Gravier

of

attempting
with

to

"rival

cure

spoke

patients

spirits"

either

appear

by means
by

The Houma

to have

of making

blowing,

contact

sucking

chanting in order to combat the inflicting disease.
Houma medical practitioners could

have

been

and
The

been shamans of

some sort that invoked various supernatural beings.

This

was accomplished by making use of objects or

animals of

symbolic

and chants

significance;

for

example

the

songs

accompanied by alligator-skin "tambours"

recorded

in the

documents.
According to Speck

(1943) certain animals represented

diseases that could only be cured by reciting in various
forms,

a story specifying

a remedy.

One such realm of
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animals

allied

with

uncertain

circumstances

were

the

"gathers-in-the-waters, such as snakes, turtles, and alli
gators

(Swanton

1946:794)

These

"masters

of

waters"

or

creatures of the water were often believed as having lost
control of their supernatural powers upon the arrival of
Europeans in the Southeast (Swanton 1928:490).
seen,

an

Gravier

"alligator
(1700:151)

song"
among

and

the

dance

historic

was

As we have
recorded

Houma.

by

Swanton

(1928), while visiting an Alabama tribe in Texas, reported
a

similar

"alligator

dance"

or

"tcintcuba

bitka."

Al

though no claim is being made that this animal dance was
identical in both the Houma and Alabama tribes, neverthe
less,

the apparent significance of the alligator

between

the two tribes reveals some interesting cultural insights.
The idea of the alligator animal, whether in the medium of
dance
affect

or

medicinal

and influence

tions with man.

chanting,

demonstrates

that animals played

the

exemplary

in their rela

Of the dance Swanton says:

in the alligator dance there was no rattle or
drum and no special singers. The men furnishing
all of the singing.
They danced in one file,
men and women alternating, holding the ends of
handkerchiefs in front and behind so as to make
a continuous string. Although they move rapidly
they arrested their feet in midair for a moment
before letting them down, probably imitating the
supposed gait of the alligator.
There were two
songs, repeated indefinitely.
This was danced
at any time, summer or winter. My informant had
seen this twice.
The Mikasuki (Seminole) varied this some
what.
There was one rattler who stood by the
fire around which the dancers passed in single
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file.
A man and a woman danced together, the
man going backward and holding by both hands the
woman, who danced forward. At a certain turn in
the music they reversed their positions, the
woman dancing backward and the man forward.
There were about several songs in this dance
(Swanton 1928:530).
A

final

gleaned

from

aspect
the

of Houma ceremonialism
ethnohistorical

record

that can be
is

that

of

"chunkee" or the "chunkey" game still popular among South
eastern Indians today.
...
in the middle of the village is a
fire and very level open space, where, from
morning to night, young men exercise themselves.
They run after a flat stone, which they throw in
the air from one end of the square to the other,
and try to make it fall on two cylinders, which
they roll whenever they think the stone will
fall (Gravier 1700:147).
Although not explicitly stated among the Houma,

the

chunkey stone was often recorded communally owned by the
village.

Sometimes

would claim ownership
the

chunky

stone

particular

clans

in

(Hudson 1976:423).

itself,

it

is

in the

the

town

also

But more than
"chunk yard",

a

square-ground sometimes referred to as the "yard of peace"
that is important (Bartram 1853:53; Swanton 1928:197-248).
The Houma

chunkey yard may have

been part of

a larger

village plan which consisted usually of a central plaza,
flanked

on

both

ends

by

rectangular

mounds,

one

being

surmounted by the temple, the other, the "caney", or house
of the chief

(Waring 1965:55).

Waring

(1965) has postu

lated that this square-ground whether elevated or not, was
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where the "big house" or chief's residence was situated.
According

to Waring

this

and direct descendant

of

square-ground
the large

"is

an outgrowth

rectangular

communal

structures which have been encountered on the summits of
platform

mounds

(Waring 1965:56).

in

Georgia,

Tennessee,

and

Alabama"

Thus, it appears that the Houma square-

ground and the playing of "chunkey" may have been a pre
historic

ceremonial vestige

sippian tradition.

from

late Plaquemine-Missis-

Ill
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD
Ironically, the archaeology of Houma Indians does not
begin in the ground but instead in the documents and re
ports of early European visitors who made contact with the
Houma

during

the

first

half

of

the eighteenth century.

Although the earlier expeditions of DeSoto and LaSalle may
have

sighted the Houma,

substantial

it was

cross-cultural

not until 1699

interaction

that any

occurred

between

the Indians and Europeans in Louisiana (Figure 1).
D'Iberville

during

(Mississippi River)

his

ascent

of

the

"Malbanchya"

in 1699, visited and recorded various

native Americans residing along the river's shores.
his

sojourn

among

the Bayogoula,

living on the west
Baton Rouge

bank of

who

After

at this time were

the Mississippi

River

below

(Quimby 1957:98), d'Iberville set out for the

"Ouma

village"

about

the

so

"Fork"

Mississippi River

that
or

he

could

confluence

(Figure 2)

gain more
of

the

Red

information
River

(d'Iberville 1699:51).

and
From

d'Iberville's journal it is indicated that while traveling
north from the Bayogoula village, he passed certain land
marks such as Bayou Lafourche and Bayou Manchac and then
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Figure 1.

17th century location of the Houma village in
what is probably present-day Wilkinson County,
Mississippi. From "Extrait de al Carte des
Voyages de M. de La Sale par Franquelin 1684"
(no scale).
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Figure 2.

Location of the "Village des Ouma" at the confluence of the Red
River and Mississippi River. "Carte de la Riviere de Mississippi
. . . Par Guillaume De L'Isle, Geographe de l'Academie Royale des
Sciences 1702."
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made camp

three

leagues

(approximately

river from the Houma's landing.

nine miles)

down

The next day, the 20th of

March, d'Iberville pushed his exhausted men the remaining
distance

up

against

a

relentless

current

to

the

first

Houma landing (d'Iberville 1699:53).
I found five men, three Ouma and two Quinipissa
awaiting my arrival with a peace pipe.
They had
come from the village upon hearing the discharge
of the swivel gun.
As soon as they sighted us
they began singing and the Bayogoula who accom
panied me sang on my behalf.
Upon landing, we
were embraced and we saluted one another in
their customary manner, and we smoked the calu
met together.
At eleven o'clock, I set out for
the village; the Bayogoula and these people (the
Ouma-Quinipissa
delegation)
escorted
us
the
length of the pathway. The Ouma deputies walked
with us, singing constantly, although we were
constrained to travel over a very primitive
trail, replete with very steep hills or small
mountains throughout the journey.
At one p.m.
we were within sight of the village; four hun
dred paces beyond this point, I encountered
three men commissioned to present me with the
peace
pipe
(emphasis
mine)
(d'Iberville
1699:53).
D'Iberville measured the overall distance

from the Bayo

goula village to the first Houma landing as being 35 river
leagues

(75 total miles).

D'Iberville then described the

Houma village as follows:
This village, which is composed of 140 huts, is
located on a hill.
It may contain as many as
350 males and many children.
All of the huts,
which are arranged in double rows at various
places, ring the escarpment and form a circle at
the center, where there is a very clean parade
ground, 200 paces wide. The fields of maize are
located in the valleys and on the neighboring
hilltops.
The entire region is composed of
little hills of fine, black soil (emphasis mine)
(d'Iberville 1699:55).
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The Houma are also recorded as having more than one land
ing,

the other

situated

"one

and one-half

leagues"

proximately 4.50 miles) north of the first site.

(ap

Accord

ing to d'Iberville, the distance between each Houma River
landing and the inland village was approximately one and
one-half leagues

(d'Iberville 1699:44).

At this locality

the river formed a large westward ox-bow which is present
ly referred to as the Raccourci Cut-off (Figure 2).
Sauvolle,
voyage

who

accompanied

also confirms

Baton Rouge

and

the

d'Iberville

d'Iberville's
"Istrbuma"

journal

area,

the

on

the

entries.

1699
Of

boundary line

that demarcated the Houma and Bayogoula hunting territor
ies, Sauvolle says:
Around 3 o'clock in the afternoon we put ashore
near a small river that looked like a lake and
in which the savages gave us to understand that
there was plenty of fish; we found several huts
covered over with bindings of leather thongs.
They had even erected a pole, some thirty feet
in height from which hang all sorts of fish
bones (Sauvolle 1699:263).
Later

the next day

he relates their encounter with the

Houma.
Around ten o'clock we reached the river shore
where the Houmas were awaiting us. We found the
three headmen of their nation, who intoned a
chant, holding a calumet in hand, they presented
it first to our gentlemen to smoke, then to the
men.
We left at about eleven o'clock with the
savages, for the villages; our party comprising
Messieurs
d'Iberville,
Sauvolle,
Bienville,
Father Anasthasius and four Canadians.
The way
was difficult to negotiate; for the first league
the cane growth was very thick, then we had to
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walk across water-covered ground for another
half league, then across mountains of good
heights and difficult of descent, being the
while forced to step fast, so as not to lose
sight of the savages, who let no obstacles
bother them, being very good walkers.
Having
reached a mountain within sight of the village
we sat down to rest
. . . (emphasis mine)
(Sauvolle 1699:266).
Additional

observations

mentions the existence of

in

Sauvolle's

residence cabins,

account

a temple,

a

chief's house, a plaza or square-ground, and such details
as

distances

and

elevation

settlement.

Of

the

village,

in

fact,

was

(Sauvolle

1699:266).

estimated

village

temple

forward

Of

to

the plaza

for

the

Houma

he

states,

"Their

the

temple

. . ."

he notes,

"The rain

having moderated, we entered the village and reaching the
main plaza, we saw three chiefs, who came forward towards
its

center,

(Sauvolle
village

each

1699:266).

carrying

a

cross

In measuring

in

hand

the distance

from the river landing he notes,

. . ."
of

the

"Their village

is, in fact, situated a good two or three leagues from the
river"

(Sauvolle 1699:267).

And of the dimensional char

acteristics, Sauvolle says, "The village is situated on an
elevation some ten or twelve feet higher

than the river

shore . . ." (Sauvolle 1699:271).
The diary of Father Du Ru also distinguishes between
the Houma "landing" places and the main village itself.
We leave for the village (from a "landing" men
tioned earlier) . From there we shall go by land
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to rejoin them.
What hills to climb, brooks to
cross, and thickets to penetrate . . . Finally,
here is the village.
It is two and a half
leagues from the river and the heat makes it
seem at least three . . . (Du Ru 1700:25).
He continues with a description of what is now the "Tunica
Hills" region of West Feliciana Parish, Louisiana.
country we

are

leaving

is made

"The

up of small hills with

steep sides, and the village of the Oumas is situated on
such a hill" (Du Ru 1700:32).
Gravier while descending the Mississippi in 1700 also
recorded the "hills of the Houmas" (Gravier 1700:145).

He

says:
We left the village of the Natchez on the 24th
of November.
On the 25 th we discovered the
hills of the Houmas to the south of the Missis
sippi, which forms a bay that one enters by
leaving the main channel to the right. There is
a good league and a half from the point of
disembarkation to the village of the Houmas,
over a very bad road, for one has to ascend and
descend, and walk half bent, through the canes.
The village is on a crest of a steep mountain,
precipitous on all sides.
There are 80 cabins
in it, and in the middle of the village is a
fire and very level open space . . •
(emphasis
mine) (Gravier 1700:147).
However,
Charlevoix

the

(1744)

narratives
and

Penicaut

and

the

(1723)

journals

offer

the

of
best

descriptions of the Houma lands in terms of comparison to
known geographic landmarks today.

According to Penicaut,

"eight leagues higher up the river from the Point Coupee,
opposite a small island, was a portage, rendered -remark
able by a cross, which M. d'Iberville planted"

(Penicaut
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1723:55).

They

chanted

the

"Viexille

Regis"

on

their

knees, "a ceremony which appeared strange to those Indians
(the Houma)" (Penicaut 1723:55).

Penicaut continues:

We explained to them that the cross was an
emblem greatly esteemed in our religion, and
that they should preserve it from being thrown
down. We called this place Portage de la Croix
(Portage of the Cross). Here is a main route to
the village of the Oumas Indians which is
situated two leagues inland. M. d'Iberville and
his officers landed at this place and went to
their village, after giving orders to make the
detour of the point with the boats, where they
would rejoin us.
The distance around was ten
leagues.
We discovered the mouth of a large
river, called Subloniere (Red River); it falls
into the Mississippi on the left hand side in
ascending . . . Two leagues beyond, we found the
Bay of the Oumas, in front of which was a small
island. We landed there on the 7th of March, on
the borders of which is their village (Penicaut
1723:56) .
Charlevoix, later in 1721, made note of the "bay of
the Tonicas"

(formerly Penicaut's "Bay of the Oumas") and

of the Tunica who replaced the Houma sometime between the
years of 1706 and 1709 (Brain 1977:10; 1981:45; Charlevoix
1744:60-61; Du Pratz 1774:25, 29; Quimby 1957:163).
Charlevoix

further

substantiates

Penicaut's

earlier

geographical coordinates in stating:
From the bottom of the lake or bay of the
Tonicas, we were to use canoes of bark, by a
carrying place of two leagues (Portage of the
Cross) ten might be saved in the navigation of
the river . . . (Charlevoix 1744:161).
He continues with,
On the 28th, after advancing two leagues far
ther, we arrived at the River of the Tonicas
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(present-day Tunica Bayou), which
at
first
appears to be no more than a bank, but at the
distance of a musket-shot from its mouth, forms
a very pretty lake (Lake Angola or Lake of the
Cross).
If the river continues to carry its
stream or course towards the other side, as it
has done for sometime in the past, all this
place will become inaccessible . . .
(Charlevoix 1744:160).
Charlevoix mentions the former Houma village as:
the Village stands beyond the lake on a pretty
eminence; yet its air is said to be unwholesome,
which is attributed to the bad quality of the
water of the river; but I am rather of the opin
ion, it is owing to the stagnation of the waters
in the lake.
The village is built round a very
large square, and is indifferently populous
(Charlevoix 1744:160).
It also appears that the Tunica occupants conducted
themselves in almost mirror-like fashion of what was re
corded by Gravier (1700) of the earlier Houma activities.
The rest of the cabins in this village are part
ly square, like that of the chief, and partly
round, as at the Natchez; the square upon which
they all stand is about a hundred paces in dia
meter, where though it was that day extremely
hot, the young people diverting themselves at a
sort of truck (chunkey?) not unlike ours in
Europe (Charlevoix 1744:160-161).
It is possible that the square structures Charlevoix men
tions are the former Houma houses, and the round ones are
Tunican as they were in their previous Yazoo villages.
Houma Archaeology - Wilkinson County, Mississippi
From the contemporary French
decade
that

of

the

eighteenth

at least one

century,

important

accounts
we

can

of

the

safely

historic Houma

first
assume

village

was
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situated on the eastern side of the Mississippi River,
opposite the mouth of the Red River, well within what is
now the Tunica Hills Region.
attempts have
village.

Over

the years

several

been made to discover the historic Houma

Two

sites,

Angola Farm and Bloodhound Hill,

located inside the confines of Angola State Penitentiary,
were initially thought to be associated with the historic
Houma

(Brain 1978, Ford 1936:129-140).

quent

investigations

sites

as

early

have

ethnically

historic Tunica

However, subse
identified

(1706-1730)

these

settlements

(Brain 1981:46) .
Stronger evidence of Houma material remains lies just
north of the Angola Tunica sites in southwestern Wilkinson
County, Mississippi.

It is known from various reports

that an important historic landing place for the Houma,
and

later

the Tunica Indians,

Tunica, Louisiana

is the present town of

(Brain 1977, 1979, 1981; Brown 1977).

Taking an average of the distances from the Tunica landing
to the main village reported by D'Iberville, Sauvolle, and
others,

two and one-half

leagues, or approximately 7.5

miles north of Tunica, Louisiana is the general vicinity
of the At Last and Montfort sites (see Figure 3).
The At Last site, which consists of a midden on top
of a high bluff overlooking both Hunter Creek, and the
Mississippi River,

yielded ceramics associated with the
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Figure 3.

Location of the At Last and Montfort sites m
southwestern Wilkinson County, Mississippi
(U.S.G.S. Artonish, Miss. - La. 15'
Topographic Quadrangle, 1967).
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Ballina,

Balmoral,

phases,
the

Last

Anna,

Foster,

and

Emerald

all part of the prehistoric cultural sequence of

Lower

amount

Gordon,

Valley

(Brown

1977:116).

Plain

(73.00%)

of Baytown

site

material

is

Coles Creek occupation
varieties

such

more

indicates

associated

(Table 1).

as Valley

However,

Park

the

high

that

the At

an

earlier

with

Baytown Plain, and its

and Vicksburg

are

grog-

tempered or clay-tempered wares that are earlier in time
than Addis Plain and thus assignable to a late Coles Creek
period

(Neitzel 1983:140; Phillips 1970:47-57; Steponaitis

1974:125).
The Montfort

site,

located

at

the end of the Fort

Adams Road in Wilkinson County, Mississippi, offers a wide
spectrum

of

Table 2) .

prehistoric

and

protohistoric

ceramics

(see

Among these is Addis Plain (31.08%), a princi

pal late prehistoric plainware in the Natchez region, in
cluding varieties Addis, Greenville, and St. Catherine.
Addis Plain is grog-tempered ceramic type that fre
quently includes shell,
matter

(Steponaitis

bone, or other organic tempering

1974:116-118).

Variety Addis

which

was earlier described as a variety of Baytown Plain,
smoothed

with

a

lightly

burnished

surface

paste is medium-textured and contains grog,
(Neitzel

1983:139;

Phillips

1970:48-49;

finish.

is
The

but no shell
Steponaitis
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Table 1.

Aboriginal Ceramics from the At Last Site,
Wilkinson County, Mississippi
(adapted after Brown 1977),
%

No.

Description

79

17.45

1

0.22

60
10
260

13.27
2.21
57.52

var. Carter

2

0.44

Chevalier Stamped

var. Chevalier
var. unspecified
var. Lulu

8
2
1

1.77
0.44
0.22

Coles Creek Incised

var.
var.
var.
var.

Coles Creek
Greenhouse
Hardy
Mott

1
1
1
2

0.22
0.22
0.22
0.44

Evansville Punctated

var. unspecified

1

0.22

Harrison Bayou Incised

var. Harrison Bayou

1

0.22

Maddox Engraved

var. Emerald

1

0.22

Mazique Incised

var.
var.
var.
var.

1
1
4
2

0.22
0.22
0.88
0.44

Plaquemine Brushed

var. Plaquemine

1

0.22

Pontchartrain
Check Stamped

var. Pontchartrain

4

0.88

8

1.77

452

100.00

Addis Plain

var. Addis

Avoyelles Punctated

var. Avoyelles

Baytown Plain

var.
var.
var.
"Rim

Carter Engraved

Unclassified Incised
Total

Valley Park
Vicksburq
unspecified
Strap" rim

Kinqs Point
Manchac
Preston
unspecified
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Table 2.

Aboriginal Ceramics from the Montfort Site,
Wilkinson County, Mississippi
(adapted from Brown 1977).

Description
Addis Plain

No.
var.
var.
var.
var.

Addis
Greenville
St. Catherine
unspecified
(1 with piece of
glass within)

%

40
22
53

8.40
4.62
11.13

33

6.93

1

.21

6
4
18

1.26
.84
3.78

Anna Incised

var. Anna

Baytown Plain

var. Valley Park
var. Vicksburq
var. unspecified

Carter Engraved

var. Carter

1

.21

Coles Creek Incised

var. Mott
var. unspecified

3
1

.63
.21

Fatherland Incised

var. Fatherland
var. unspecified

35
19

7.35
3.99

Larto Red

var. Larto

1

.21

Mississippi Plain

var. Montfort

219

46.00

Mulberry Creek
Cord Marked

var. Smith Creek

1

.21

Chicot Red

var. Grand Villaqe
var. unspecified

1
2

.21
.42

Parkin Punctated

var. unspecified

1

.21

Plaquemine Brushed

var. Plaquemine

1

.21

Winterville Incised

var. Tunica

1

.21

2

.42

476

100.00

Unclassified Incised
Total

Ratio of shell tempered plainware to non-shell tempered
plainware = 1:7.35 (excluding "sandy" shell tempered
Mississippi Plain, var. Montfort, ratio = 1:1.87.
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1974:118).

Greenville

is

tempered

coarse-grained grog and shell

with

moderate

to

(Steponaitis 1974:118-119).

St. Catherine, earlier described under the rubric of Bell
Plain (Phillips 1970:81), is distinguished from Greenville
by being tempered with fine grog and (usually) fine shell
with a typically burnished surface

(Steponaitis 1974:121

122) .
A fair amount

(11.34%) of Fatherland Incised, a good

historic marker, was also found at Montfort. Fatherland
Incised,

var. Fatherland

is

a

two-to-three

curvilinear

scroll design made on a fine-dry paste comparable to any
variety of Addis Plain

(Steponaitis 1974:134-138).

Mis

sissippi Pl^in, var. Montfort (45.00%) is a shell-tempered
plainware

with

a

high

sand

content,

and

is

considered

typically representative at historic sites in the Angola
Farm region (Brown 1977:4).
blage,

the

Montfort

protohistoric/historic
presence

of Addis

site

Based upon the ceramic assem
is

Houma

Plain

and

a

better

occupancy
other

candidate

for

with

strong

later

the

types

such

a

as

Fatherland, Incised, Winterville Incised, Chicot Red, and
Parkin
These

Punctated

(Phillips

1970:104-107,

later types plus Mississippi Plain,

146,150,172).
var. Montfort,

might indicate the reoccupation of this Houma village by
the

subsequent Tunica tribe

101).

in 1706

(La Harpe 1831:100

As will be discussed later, the presence of Addis
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Plain

(most notably var. Addis), continues to be related

to another, but later Houma village site.
Houma Archaeology - Ascension Parish
In 1706,
Lower

Yazoo

the Tunica,
River

who

village,

migrated

may

have

down

settled

Houma at Montfort in Wilkinson County hills.

from

their

among

the

La Harpe's

account records that the Tunica soon rose and massacred a
sizable portion of the Houma community in 1706
1831:100-101).

The

their old village,
New Orleans

surviving

Houma,

after

(La Harpe
abandoning

first camped on Bayou St. John,

(La Harpe

1831:101).

near

Sometime between 1709

and 1718 the Houma moved to the southern part of Ascension
Parish

(Swanton 1911:289).

This location consisted of at

least two villages, one the "Petit Oumas", situated on the
left

(descending)

bank

of

the Mississippi

(after 1733),

and the other, the Grand Houmas village, located a quarter
of a league inland on the east or right (descending) bank
of the river

(see Figure 4).

La Harpe visited the Grand

Village and reported, "It is situated in a level country,
the houses or cabins surround a large open space. . . they
number 60, which may contain 200 men.

This nation busies

itself in raising chickens and in the culture of maize and
beans" (La Harpe in Margry 1877 VI:24).
In 1722, Charlevoix established the relative location
of these Houma villages in saying:

Figure 4.

The location of the "Petit" and "Grand" Houma Villages in Ascension
Parish as shown on "Carte de la Louisiane par de M. le Baron de
Crenay, Lieut, pour le Roy et Commandant a la Mobile, 1733."
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On the third of January at ten in the morn
ing we arrived at the little village of the
Oumas, which stands on the left (descending) and
has some French houses in it.
A quarter of a
league farther within the country stands the
great village.
This nation is very well af
fected towards us.
Two leagues above this the
Mississippi divides into two branches: on the
right (descending) to which side it has a con
stant propensity, it has hollowed out for itself
a channel called the Fock of the Chetimachas or
Sitimachas
(present-day Bayou Lafouche) which
before it carried its water to the sea forming a
pretty
large
lake
(Bayou Manchac
and
the
"Iberville
River")
(Charlevoix
1744:165-166)
(Figure 5).
During

this

time

the Houma

became more

involved

in the

activities of the French colony and not without loss to
their cultural integrity.
come

Du Pratz said the Houma had be

"too much wedded to the French"

(DuPratz 1774:88).

De Kerlerec also gave a debasing account of them in 1758.
The Houma were formerly very numerous, but
they are, like the Tonikas, very much reduced on
account of the amount of liquor that has been
sold to them. Thisnation is also still able to
furnish about 60 men able to bear arms.
It is
very lazy and debased by drink.
As it is only
22 leagues from New Orleans and 23 from Pointe
Coupee, it seems as an advance post and barrier
against the incursions which enemies might wish
and be able to make
upon our establishments; in
consequence of this
they are treated with much
consideration.
It performs some knavish tricks
on us from time to time, but it is easy to re
duce where we demand satisfaction (De Kerlerec
1758:75).
In the years that followed, the Houma witnessed the
end of French rule in the Lower Valley and at the same
time an expansion of British and Spanish power.

France,

who had suffered religious, economic, and military losses
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Figure 5.

Location of three Houma villages on the left
bank in present-day Ascension and St. James
Parishes. "Carte de La Louisiane, Par le Sr.
D'Anville, Dressee en Mai 1732."
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during the French and Indian Wars, had signed the Treaty
of Paris, which essentially transferred all lands west of
the Mississippi River to Spain, while Great Britain laid
claim

to all

lands

east of

the river.

After

century of living under French dominion,

almost a

the Houma found

themselves caught on the border of a Catholic-Protestant
power play for control of the Lower Mississippi Valley.
In 1776, Chief Calabe of the Houma Indian tribe sold
to Alexander Latil and Maurice Conway the Ascension Parish
lands on the east bank of the Mississippi River, known as
"Houmas Claim"

(Figure 6)

(Swanton 1911:290).

The Houma

must have occupied this land prior to its sale in order to
validate
time.

the title according

to the Spanish

law at

the

It is likely all the land was not sold at once,

since some of the Houma population still remained on the
left bank until

at least 1784 where Thomas Hutchins re

ported the Houma Chief "Natchiabe" and the presence of 25
warriors (Hutchins 1784:39-40).
By

1801 most of

Grand Village
the

river

1936:5).
Houmas
Bayou

location

a few miles

the Houma
and

tribe had abandoned

instead were

residing

below Bayou La Fourche

the

across

(Marchand

From 1811 to 1818 Chief "Chac Chouma" and eighty

were

known

Plaquemine

to be living with the Chitimachas
in Ascension Parish

(Marchand

at

1936:29,

47). However, it appears that at the end of the eighteenth

Figure 6.

Survey map showing the "Houmas Claim" along the Conway, Clark, and
Donaldson and Scott land claimants in 1803 (American State Papers
U.S. Document 45,1834).

CTi
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and early nineteenth century

the majority

of

the Houma

community migrated to La Fourche and Terrebone parishes.
According

to

the

local

called "Chufuhouma"
granted

to

the

tradition,

their

settlement

was

(present-day city of Houma) which was

tribe

by

the

Spanish

Government

(Curry

1979:15).
Rapidan
As one can see,
tions
From

is documented
this

material

the history of Houma tribal migra
in a considerable array of sources.
it

is

historic Houma villages

possible

to

locate

potential

in southeastern Louisiana.

One

such site is Rapidan Plantation, located on the left bank
of

the Mississippi

in St.

James

parish.

The

site

is

situated on the natural levee paralleling Louisiana High
way

44,

Bridge

approximately
(Figure

distinct
considered
and

7).

artifact
to be

the other

three
From

miles

the

surface

concentrations
an eighteenth

below

were

the

Sunshine

collections

two

recorded,

one

century occupation area,

associated with a late nineteenth century

occupancy (Landry, et al 1980:16).
The aboriginal ceramic assemblage at Rapidan Planta
tion consists of 158 shell tempered sherds (see Table 3) .
Ian W. Brown and Jeffrey P. Brain,

both of the Peabody

Museum at Harvard University, have analyzed and identified
the

"fossilized"

shell

tempered

red-filmed

ware

from
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Figure 7

Location of Rapidan Plantation, St. James
Parish (U.S.G.S. Donaldsonville and Convent
7.5' Topographic Quadrangles 1962).

Table 3.

Aboriginal ceramics from
Rapidan Plantation

Description

Number
Rims

Old Town Red, var. unspecified
Mississippi Plain,
var. Pocahontas
Total artifact count

Bodies

Total

11

107

118

1

39

40
158
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Rapidan as "Old Town Red" on a Wilson Plain paste
and Brain 1980) .

(Brown

The thick red slip is frequently diag

nostic of northern historic Chickasaw trade material from
the Tupelo, Mississippi area

(see Jennings 1941:155-226).

However,

in lieu of

the documentary data which

historic

"Alibamons"

village

situated

on

the

shows

left

a

bank

just below the Houmas villages (Figures 8, 9, and 10) and
in

close

proximity

to

the present-day Rapidan

site

the

aboriginal material assemblage might be representative of
an

early

eighteenth

century Alabama

Indian village

that

may have been involved in trade activities with northern
historical

Chickasaw

tribes.

This

interpretation

is

further substantiated with the marked absence of any Delta
Natchezan

or

local

Plaquemine

such as Addis Plain
29;

Neuman

and

ceramic

cultural

(different varieties)
Hawkins

markers

(Haag 1971:26

1982:30-33;

Quimby

1957;

Steponaitis 1974:195-205).
Grand Houmas Village
During

the summer of 1983 the author and two field

assistants discovered the remains of the "Grand Oumas Vil
lage"

in present-day Ascension Parish as described by La

Harpe
(1784),

(1831),

Charlevoix

D'Anville

1732),

(1744),
and

Bossu

others.

(1771)
One

of

Hutchins
the

best

sources used in locating the site is a United States docu
ment entitled the "Houmas Claim" in which information on

i
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Figure 8.

Location of "Houmas" and "Alibamons" villages
as shown on "Course of the River Mississippi
from Balise to Fort Chartres; Taken on an
Expedition to the Illinois in the latter end of
the Year 1765. By Lieut. Ross of the 34th
(British) Regiment."

Figure 9.

Location of "Houma" and "Old Alibama" villages on G. Gauld's "An
Accurate Chart of the Coast of West Florida and the Coast of
Louisiana - Surveyed 1764-1771."
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Figure 10. Modern location of historic mid-eighteenth
century Houma and Alibamon village sites
(U.S.G.S. Donaldsonville 15' Topographic
Quadrangle, 1962).
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the lands sold to Maurice Conway and Alexander Latil was
collected

to

ascertain

the

claimants'

certification

of

ownership (American State Papers U. S. Document 45, 1834).
Although the transcript is quite lengthy and complicated,
some important evidence is revealed.
lands

claimed

by

William

Donaldson

From the document,
and

John

W.

Scott,

William Conway (Maurice's heir), and Daniel Clark are part
of

what

is

now

Burnside

("Houma's

House"

plantation),

across the river from Donaldsonvillle and "Houmas Point"
in Ascension Parish.

These

claims were

accurately

corded for:
William Conway claims a tract of land situ
ated in the county of Acadia, at the place
called the Houmas, on the left bank of the Mis
sissippi,
containing
twenty-two
and a half
arpents in front, with an opening towards the
rear of sixty degrees forty-five minutes; the
upper line running north, nine degrees fifteen
minutes
east,
three
hundred
and
fifty-one
arpents; and on the lower line directed north,
seventy degrees east, and on the upper side by
Daniel Clark's land, on the lower line directed
north, seventy degrees east and on the upper
side by
Daniel Clark's land, and on the lower
by land of Simon Laneau (American State Papers
U.S. Document 45 1834:287) (Figure 11).
William Donaldson and John W. Scott claim a
tract of land situated in the county of Acadia,
on the left bank of the Mississippi about
twenty-two leagues above the city of New Orleans
containing twenty-nine acres in front with the
depth to the river Amite, bounded on the upper
side by the land of one Simonet, and on the
lower ,by land of Daniel Clark (American State
Papers U. S. Document 45 1834:287) (Figure 12).
Daniel Clark claims a tract of land situ
ated in the county of Acadia, at a place called

re

Figure 11

1834 Plat showing William Conway's land originally purchased from
the Houmas Indians in 1776 (American State Papers U.S. Document 45,
1834).

00
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Figure 12. 1834 Survey plat showing the William Donaldson
and John W. Scott land, originally part of the
"Houmas Claim" in 1776 (American State Papers
U.S. Document 45, 1834).
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the Houmas, containing ten acres in front, on
the left bank of the Mississippi, and running
back to the river Amite, bounded on the upper
side by lands of Donaldson and Scott, and on the
lower by those of W. Conway (American State
Papers U. S. Document 45 1834:287)
(emphasis
mine, see Figure 13).
Emphasis

is placed on Daniel Clark's land claim be

cause later in 1883-1884 several historic Indian burials
were unearthed by the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley Rail
road on the Clark plantation property immediately fronting
the

Mississippi

1936:217).

River

("ten

acres

in

front")

(Marchand

The skeletal remains and artifacts were simi

lar to the ones recovered across the river at Evan Hall by
Louis C. Duhon in that they were comprised of:
... several iron pots, clay pipes, flintlock
rifles, tomahawks, two pairs of earrings, one
silver, the other gold, and a number of small
strips of white metal— apparently thin — about
2i inches in length an inch wide and one-eighth
of an inch in thickness, with small holes in
each corner.
The ear-rings are of attractive
pattern, oval-shaped, the main bars being in the
form of a crescent with a delicate chain sus
pended from each one... (Marchand 1936:217).
Previous

archaelogical

investigations

in

the

study

area were conducted by Heartfield, Price, and Greene, Inc.
in 1980.

Although the survey produced a high content of

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century artifacts,
one

aboriginal

"grog-tempered",
lithic

(16AN27)

site

was

recorded

in

which

31

light brown to dark grey sherds and one

flake were recovered near Burnside cemetery,

imme

diately behind the Houmas House plantation (see Figure 14)
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Figure 13. 1834 Plat showing Daniel Clark's land
originally part of the "Houmas Claim" (American
State Papers U.S. Document 45/ 1845).

o c a tio n o f Houmas House a n t e b e l l u m ^ s i t e s 11'
F ig u r e 14, Land
Grand Houmas V i l l a g e a rc h a e o lo g ic a l s i t e s
f16AN35, 16 AN27, and a s s o c ia te d sp o t f in d s A
#
tfj.slc.s. G o n z a le s , L a . 7.5' T o p o g ra p h ic
Q u a d ra n g le 1961).
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(Heartfield, Price, and Greene, 1980).

In addition, nine

spot finds consisting of a total of five "grog-tempered"
plainware and seven decorated (single horizontally incised
and

punctated)

sherds

and Green 1980).

were

recorded

(Heartfield,

Price,

Although these aboriginal artifacts were

not available for inspection by the author,

it is highly

probable that they are representative of a historic Houma
occupancy given the site location and the documentary evi
dence at hand.
References to Daniel Clark's land claim and the Mis
sissippi and Yazoo Railroad findings,

the author

discov

ered through a controlled pedestrian survey, numerous his
toric

aboriginal

ceramics

and

including

eighteenth

and

nineteenth century European items (see Table 4) within the
Heartfield,
area.

Price,

The site

approximately
Railroad

and

Green,

Inc.

previous

1980

study

(16AN35) is situated on the natural levee

500

yards

west

of

the

Illinois

Central

(formerly the Mississippi and Yazoo Railroad) and

Highway 44 junction, and 250 yards north of the I.C.R.R.
tracks at the apex of the 20'

contour line, adjacent to

Burnside cemetery and behind the Houmas House Plantation
(Figure 14) .

Although the site is presently under soybean

cultivation, artifacts were found distributed throughout a
100' by 1000' rectangular area, identified as the historic
Houma midden and or habitation area that was previously
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Table 4.

Artifact inventory for Grand Houmas
(16AN35)
No.

Aboriginal Ceramics

%

244
27
6

74.84
8.28
1.84

var. Bayouqoula,
var. Fatherland

27
10

8.28
3.07

Parkin Punctated

var. unspecified

2

.61

Medora Incised or
Mazique Incised

var. Manchac

1

.31

Mississippi Plain

var. Pocahontas

8

2.45

1

.31

326

100.00

Addis Plain

var. Addis
var. St. Catherine
var. Ratcliffe

Fatherland Incised

Unidentified decorated (incised)
Total

Ratio of shell tempered plainware to non-shell tempered
plainware = 1:7.40.
European Trade Beads
(Type Descriptions after Brain 1979)
White (TypellAl, mean date: 1739)

8

White with three blue longitudinal stripes
(TypeIVB4, mean date: 1740)

2

Blue monochrome (TypeIIA6, mean date 1749)

1

Turquoise blue monochrome
(TypeIIA7, mean date: 1737)

2

Dark blue/black (TypeIIA5, mean date: 1745) ____1
Total

14
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Table 4.

Continued

Other European Items
Glass

11

Yellowware

2

Faience

7

Pearlware

4

Whiteware

7

Creamware

2

Gunflints

*

2

Musket ball shot
Brick fragments

1
10

Slate

5

Button (ceramic)

1

Coal

11

Lead fragment

1

Iron nails
(manufacture technique undeterminable)

7

Iron horseshoe

5

Iron fragment

1

Total

78

Fauna
Bone (Bos taurus)

10

Shell

6

Total

16

Undetermined

H

Total Artifact Count

44,6
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uncovered

in

1883-1884.

Additional

subsurface

shovel

testing indicated that the midden is within a dark brown
disturbed

plow

zone

(0-25

ceramics, brick fragments,
(Figure 15 and

cm) ,

containing

aboriginal

and abundant charcoal flecking

Appendix).

Both sites 16AN35 and 16AN27,

and the nine associated aboriginal spot finds (see Heartfield, Price and Greene, Inc.
representative

of

the

large

1980)

are considered to be

"Grand Houmas Village"

that

probably consisted of at least two or three smaller vil
lages and campsites located through the study area (Figure
14) .
The fourteen European drawn glass beads recovered at
Grand Houmas

(16AN35) were probably highly valued by the

Indians

in that food,

furs,

changed

in

obtain

order

European goods.
to

aboriginal

1975).

to

and friendship could be ex
beads

and

other

precious

Frequently, European beads were adapted
costumes

and

personal

adornment

(Brain

It is most likely that the Houmas braided their

hair in tresses that were "ordinarily interlaced by way of
ornament

with

strings

of

blue,

white,

green,

or

beads (made of glass)" (Dumont in Swanton 1911:51).
Du Pratz added:
When they had beads (rassade) they make
necklaces composed of one or many rows.
They
make them big enough for the head to pass
through, the rassade is a bead of the size of
the end of the finger of a small infant.
Its
length is greater than its diameter.
Its sub-

black

Figure 15. Location of shovel tests at Grand Houmas
(16AN35).
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stance is similar to porcelain.
There is a
smaller one, ordinarily round and white.
They
value it more than the other.
There is a blue
one and one of another style which is banded
(bardelee) with blue and white.
The medium
sized and the smallest are strung to ornament
skins, garters, etc. (emphasis mine) (Swanton
1911:56).
Eight

medium

beads were
1739

and

identified

(Brain 1979:101)

small

white

(opaque)

round-oval

as Type IIA1 with a mean date of
(Table 4).

These white beads are

comparable to the beads found at Angola Farm (Ford 1936),
Bayogoula

(Quimby

1957),

and Fatherland

(Neitzel

1965).

One large dark blue round bead of the Type IIA5 was found.
It has a mean date of 1745

(Brain 1979:102).

sized oval-shaped dark

blue

bead

ered.

this

variety

Interestingly,

sites dated

from 1700

from trade around 1767

to 1767

One medium

(Type IIA6)
occurs

was recov
commonly

in

and disappears altogether

(Brain 1979:102).

Two turquoise

blue monochrome Type IIA7 beads were also found at Grand
Houmas.

These beads were often strung on fine threads of

hair,

and

formed

white

beads

with

mean date 1740)

into

a

tassle

blue

longitudinal

were found.

(Brain

1979:103).

stripes

(Type

Two
IVB4?

These beads are of a com

posite construction with a double layer of glass.
was a common bead in the middle historic period

This
(Quimby

1966:87).
Of the other European artifacts found at Grand Houmas
(16AN35)

(see Table 4) , the faience, creamware and pearl-
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ware along with the gunflints and musket ball shot are the
only

other

dated

to

items
the

in

the

collection

eighteenth

(Castille 1979) .

and

early

that

can

be

nineteenth

safely
century

The seven pieces of faience exhibit a

pinkish-buff paste which is considered to be of an earlier
date

than the

later

reddish-orange

"Rouen Style" paste.

It has been evidenced in the Lower Mississippi Valley that
the

earlier

pinkish

buff

contexts pre-dating 1750
(Brain 1979:44).

faience

occurs

at

sites

in

(e.g. Angola Farm and Fatherland)

The other earthenware, such as yellow-

ware and whiteware, the brick and iron fragments, and the
coal may

be more

closely

late nineteenth century.

associated with the middle

to

Since the Grand Houmas village

was occupied at least by 1706-1718, it is not unreasonable
to

assume

that

early

eighteenth

century

European

wares

were available to the Houma.
Of the 326 aboriginal artifacts recovered from Grand
Houmas (16AN35) only 41 were decorated (see Table 4).

The

decorated sherds consisted of 27 Fatherland Incised, var.
Bayogoula and 10 var. Fatherland.

Bayogoula is a variety

"marked

five or more

spaced
1974).

by

scrolls

parallel

consisting

lines"

In addition,

two

(Neitzel
sherds

shell-tempered punctated ware,
its

close

relative,

of

Mazique

1983:140;

closely-

Steponaitis

of Parkin Punctated,

a

and one Medora Incised or

Incised,

var. Manchac

sherd
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were

recovered.

Both

Parkin

Punctated,

Medona

Incised

and/or Mazique Incised, var. Manchac are of a late Missis
sippi period age
151).

(Phillip 1970:150-152; Steponaitis 1974:

One incised sherd remains unidentified.
Among the plainware category, Addis Plain, var. Addis

constituted

nearly

three-fourths

sherds recovered.
sherds,

six

In

addition

var. Ratcliffe

Grand Houmas (1&AN35).

(74.84%)
to

of

the 27 St.

examples were

the

total

Catherine

also

found

at

Ratcliffe is a "coarse variety of

Addis Plain,

marked by a chunky paste having large grog

inclusions.

The

cast"

paste

color

has

a

distinctly

reddish

(Neitzel 1983:144; Steponaitis 1974:120-121).

eight sherds
found.

Plain,

var. Pocahontas were

Pocahontas is a variety of Mississippi Plain which

"encompasses
ceramics

of Mississippi

Also

most

of

the

undecorated,

found in the Natchez region"

shell-tempered

(Neitzel 1983:144;

Phillips 1970:134) .
Although certain tribes have been successfully been
identified with specific ceramic types

(e.g., Brain 1979;

Fairbanks 1978; Jennings 1941; Neitzel 1965, 1983; Quimby
1957) , it is not within the decorated ware that we find
native preferences and differences between the Houma and
Bayogoula, Alabama and Taensa pottery makers at historioc
sites in Iberville and Ascension Parishes.

Instead, cera

mic differences appear to lie in the use of shell temper
in

the plainware

found

among

these neighboring historic
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aboriginal groups.

Both previously discussed Rapidan, and

Glen Fredlund's

(1982) work at Bayogoula

strate

occurance

a

high

Interestingly
(16IV11)

enough,

shows

a

of

shell-tempered

Quimby's

marked

(161V134) demon

(1957)

difference

plainware.

Bayogoula

in

site

shell

tempering

between Fredlund's (1982) research at Bayogoula

(16IV134).

It must be stressed here for accurate comparative reasons
that the ceramic counts compared here are strictly derived
from

historic

Fredlund's
bined

"Natchezan"

(1982)

contexs

from

each

site.

research revealed an overwhelming

predominance

of

shell

var. Yazoo or Neeley* s Ferry

tempered

Mississippi

com

Plain,

(variety distinction was un

determinable) and Addis Plain, var. St. Catherine to Addis
Plain, var. Addis (1:54 ratio in favor of shell)
Table 5).

On the other hand, Quimby's

(refer to

(1957) excavations

at Bayogoula (16IV11) yielded a more modest ratio of shell
tempered

to

non-shell

tempered

plainware

from

the

provienced historic zone, approximatley a one to one rela
tionship in shell over non-shell tempered plainware
Table 6) .

(see

In regard to the above ceramic analysis, it is

suggested that the high amount of shell tempered plainware
(most notably Mississippi Plain,
Ferry) at Bayogoula

var,

migrated

or Neeley's

(16IV134) is culturally indicative of

the northern historic Taensa tribe
having

Yazoo

from

the

Tensas

that are reported
Basin

and

as

neighboring
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Table 5.

Historic aboriginal ceramic type frequencies
from the Bayou Goula Site (16IV134)
(adapted from Fredlund 1982)

Surface Collection

No.

%

Addis Plain

var. St. Catherine
var. Addis

3,901
154

37.44
1.48

Mississippi Plain

var. Yazoo or
Neeley's Ferry

4,434

42.55

Fatherland Incised

var. Bayoqoula
var. Fatherland
var. unspecified

305
73
338

2.93
0.70
3.24

Owens Punctated

var. Owens
var. Menard
var. unspecified

102
109
284

0.98
1.05
2.73

Barton Incised

var. unspecified

27

0.26

Plaquemine Brushed

var. unspecified

4

0.04

688

6.60

10,419

100.00

Unclassified
decorated sherds
Total

Ratio of non-shell tempered plainware to shell tempered
plainware = 1:54.12
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Table 6. Aboriginal ceramic type frequencies
from the Bayou Goula Site (16IV11)
(adapted from Quimby 1957)
Non-Provenienced Historic Zone
Addis Plain

var, St. Catherine
var. Addis

Fatherland Incised

No._

%

1,848
6,126

19.64
65.12

var. Fatherland
var. Bavoqoula

739
192

7.85
2.04

Pocahontas Punctated

var. Pocahontas

28

0.29

Mississippi Plain

var. Pocahontas

63

0.67

Mazique Incised

var. Manchac

142

1.51

Pontchartrain
Check Stamped

var. unspecified

23

0.24

Coles Creek Incised

var. Hardy

138

1.46

Plaquemine Brushed

var. Plaquemine

10

0.11

French Fork Incised

var. Iberville

3

0.03

Harrison Bayou Incised

var. Harrison Bayou

2

0.13

Avoyelles Punctated

var. Dupree

23

0.24

Medora Incised

var. Medora

6

0.06

Chevalier Stamped

var. Lulu

3

0.03

Beldeau Incised

var. unspecified

3

0.03

Evansville Punctated

var. Rhinehardt

8

0.08

20

0.21

9,407

100.00

Unclassified
Total

Ratio of shell tempered plainware to non-shell tempered
plainware =1:3.20
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Table 6.

Continued

Historic Dwellinqs

No.

%

Fatherland Incised

var. Fatherland

21

12.96

Addis Plain

var. St. Catherine
var. Addis

53
71

32.71
43.84

Mississippi Plain

var. Pocahontas

14

8.64

Avoyelles Punctated

var. Dupree

1

0.62

Mazique Incised

var. Manchac

2

1.23

162

100.00

Total

Ratio of shell tempered plainware to non-shell tempered
plainware = 1:1.05 •
Historic Refuse Pits
Fatherland Incised

var. Fatherland
var. Bayoqoula

100
23

7.04
1.62

Addis Plain

var. Addis
var. St. Catherine

714
339

50.25
23.85

Mississippi Plain

var. Pocahontas

170

11.96

Mazique Incised

var. Manchac

18

1.27

Coles Creek Incised

var. Hardy
var. unspecified

20
1

1.41
0.07

Pocahontas Punctated

var. Pocahontas

8

0.49

Harrison Bayou Incised

var. Harrison Bayou

2

0.14

Plaquemine Brushed

var. Plaquemine

8

0.56

Avoyelles Punctated

var. Dupree

3

0.21
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Table 6.

Continued
No.

Historic Refuse Pits

%

Ponchartrain
Check-Stamped

var. unspecified

4

0.28

Chevalier Stamped

var. Lulu

7

0.49

French Fork Incised

var. Ibervile

5

0.35

1,421

100.00

Total

Ratio of shell tempered plainware to non-shell-tempered
plainware = 1:1.40
Historic Burials
17

7.52

47
115

20.80
50.88

var. Pocahontas

37

16.37

var. Plaquemine

1

0.44

9

3.98

226

100.00

Fatherland Incised

var. Fatherland

Addis Plain

var. Addis
var. St. Catherine

Mississippi Plain
Plaquemine Brushed
Crockett Curvilinear
Incised
Total

Ratio of shell tempered plainware to non-shell-tempered
plainware = 1:3.23
Ratio of all historic provenienced shell tempered
plainware (728) to non-shell tempered plainware (832)
= 1:1.14
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lower

Yazoo

Basin

and

re-settled

and

subsequently

massacred their Bayogoula hosts in 1706 (Quimby 1957:101).
Mississippi Plain, var.

Yazoo is a coarse shell-tempered

plainware commonly found at historic Tunica, Yazoo, Koroa,
Ofo

and

Taensa

(Brown 1977:4;
Quimby's

Indian

sites

Phillips

(1957)

in

the

lower

1970:134-135).

Bayogoula

(16IV11)

Yazoo

Basin

It appears

that

is a site exhibiting

both an earlier Plaquemine component and Delta Natchezan
(historic Bayogoula)
concession)

along with a later European

occupancy

(Brown

1976).

Fredlund's conclusion that 16IV134

In

(French

contrast

to

is associated with an

earlier

Bayogoula-Mugulasha

1982:145),

it is archaeologically suggested that 16IV134

may

be

the

site

of

occupation

the post

(Fredlund

1706-1718 Bayogoula-Taensa

village.
This brings us to a paramount question:

What does

the large amount of Addis Plain, var. Addis found at Grand
Houmas (16AN35) mean in terms of an ethnically identifable
ceramic trait at the site.

For one, it can be said that

the aboriginal plainware tradition of Grand Houmas is at
the same time, markedly different and similar

from what

has been recorded at various other historic contact sites
in

the

Lower

Valley

(refer

to

Table

7).

Aboriginal

ceramics from Grand Houmas (16AN35) are in strong variance
to

sites

associated

with

more

northerly

shell-tempering
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Table 7. Types of predominant aboriginal plainware
at some historic Euro-Indian sites in the
Lower Mississippi River Valley.
Indian Tribe

Site

Ceramic Type

Yazoo Bluff
Region
(Tunica,Yazoo
Koroa,and Ofo)

Haynes Bluff
Burroughs
Portland
Wright Bluff
Anglo ,
Lockguard
St. Pierre
Lonely Frenchman
(Brown 1977)

Mississippi Plain
var. Yazoo

Natchez

Emerald and Foster
(Steponaitis 1974)

Addis Plain,
var. Addis

Fatherland
(Neitzel 1965; 1983)

Addis Plain,
var. Addis

Angola (Ford 1936)

Addis Plain,
var. Addis/
Mississippi Plain,
var. Pocahontas

Bloodhound
(Brain 1978)

Mississippi Plain,
var. Pocahontas

Trudeau (Brain 1979)

Mississippi Plain,
var. Pocahontas

Bayou Goula(16IV11)
(Quimby 1957)

Addis Plain,
var. Addis

Bayou Goula(16IV134)
(Fredlund 1982)

Addis Plain,
var. St. Catherine/
Mississippi Plain,
var. Yazoo or
Neeley's Ferry

Montfort (Brown 1977)

Mississippi Plain,
var. Montfort/
Addis Plain
(different
varieties)

Grand Houmas

Addis Plain,
var. Addis

Tunica

Bayogoula

Houma
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groups such as the Tunica at Haynes Bluff and Trudeau and
the

Yazoo

tribes,

at

the Koroa,

counterpart
1979;

Lockguard
Ofo,

at Bayou

Brown

1977).

along
Taensa,

Goula
On

with

other

and

its

(Fredland

the

other

lower

Yazoo

possible

later

1981);

hand,

Brain 1978,

the

aboriginal

assemblage at Grand Houmas is a congruent with other Delta
Natchezan
Natchez

groups

such

(see Table 7).

as

the

historic

Bayogoula

and

Although no specific diagnostic

pottery trait has been uncovered for the historic Houma,
nevertheless,
shared with
indigenous

it

is suggested

that

the Houma culturally

the historic Bayogoula and Natchez a strong
Plaquemine

ceramic

tradition

known

as

Addis

Plain in the southern half of the Lower Mississippi River
Valley.

IV
CONCLUSIONS
Instead of a conclusion,
discuss

how

Indians

the

can

it is probably more apt to

ethno-archaeological

be

utilized

in

data of

answering

the Houma

ethnographic

questions in future studies.

Although the primary focus

of

document

this

study has

been

(however

scant the

evidence)

(1700-1750)

to

early

archaeologically

to middle

village sites in the Houma past,

historic

the overall

intent of this research is to initially set the groundwork
for identifying the stages of Houma acculturation through
time.
Acculturation

is a common process of culture change

in which an endless variety of

interactions between two

different

one

cultural

traditions,

dominant position to the other
comes

to

influence

inevitably

that

in others

in those

(Brain

Redfield, et al. 1936; Spicer 1961).
culturation
human

can occur

affairs,

religious,

be

aesthetic,

in many

it

1979;

assumes

a

whatever.

respects,
Linton

and

1940;

The processes of ac

aspects

technical,
or

which

in one or more respects,

culture

as well

of

in

the

economic,
Granted

realm of
political,
that

some

aspects may be more resistant to change than others, or
99
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may have greater

influence upon the culture as a whole;

nevertheless,

is

it

in

the

ethno-archaeological

record

that differing degrees of acculturation can be accurately
measured and recorded (Brain 1979).
One

such

area

that might

demonstrate

a

"degree

of

change" among the Houma is the native economic/settlement
base.

Do the Houma, and if so, how do they at the end of

the eighteenth century become more diffuse and nomadic due
to

forced

tribal movements,

increased

dependency on European goods?
that a change
changes

and

It is certainly possible

in the village plan can reflect or cause

in other

aspects of a culture

If we assume that
gests)

exploitation,

(Fairbanks 1978).

(as the ethnohistorical evidence

a significant change

sug

in historic Houma settlement

did occur, in which the native town square

(including the

chief's house and temple), were no longer recognized, then
Houma religious activities may have become simplified or
more

fused with economic and political

issues,

and

thus

indicating a breakdown at the social and political level.
The

migratory

pattern

of

the

Houma

was

almost

undoubtedly stimulated by changing European-defined zones
of

interaction

in

which

coercive

possession

of

Indian

lands coincided with the antagonistic pressures of other
neighboring

Indian

French-allied

tribes.

Tunica

Such

who were

is

pushed

the case
south

with

the

by English-
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sided Chickasaw, which in turn, resulted in the southern
move

of

the Houma

by

the displaced Tunica.

The Houma

movements probably consisted of individual familes and/or
whole

parts

of

towns

which

sometimes

were

adopted

other Indian towns also undergoing tribal fusion
1957:102).

That

the

Houma

tribal

entity

into

(Quimby
strongly

persisted throughout this ethnic amalgamation process,

is

evidenced by the continued presence of the "Houma" chiefs,
such as

"Natchiabee," "Colabee,"

pacplise,"

"Tiomipabee,"

"Hounnona,"

"Tiefayo,"

and

"Thiouteou"Chac-Chouma"

(Bowen and Curry-Roper 1982).
At

present,

the Houma

archaeological

record

is far

too incomplete to make specific statments about a distinct
Houma ceramic style.

However, the Houma pottery does show

patterned similarities and differences in paste treatment
between

respective

neighboring Plaquemine culture

and Mississippian groups to the north.

groups

In any case, it is

imperative that the Houma archaeological record be viewed
in terms of identifying cultural instability.

It is the

artifacts that are temporally sensitive and reflective of
erratic instances of Houma culture change, that should be
sought after if any archaeological inroads are to be made
into Houma cultural behavior.
Lastly, we ought to ask ourselves what relevance does
this research have to the Houma Indians of today.

How can
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we translate the potsherds of the Houma past into something
meaningful
there

is

and

useful

anything

this

for

the Houma of

research

has

the present.

accomplished,

hopefully helped in establishing the Houma past.

If

it

has

Currently,

the Houma are engaged in the long and tedious procedure of
gaining

tribal

recognition

from

the

federal

government.

Proof partly depends on the establishment of a Houma tribal
continuum

by

scholars.

Such recognition provides

bility

considerable

of

anthropologists,

benefits,

historians,

other

them with the possi

making

them eligible

participate in certain federal aid programs.
should we say the beginning,

and/or

to

In the end, or

this research should help the

Houma in building the foundation of their own native North
American pride and future.
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appendix

A

Subsurface (shovel tests) results from Grand
Houmas Village (16AN35). Datum established at
200m, 110° east from southeastern point of
Burnside Cemetery (U.S.G.S., Gonzales, La. 7.5
Topographic Quadrangle, 1961).

Zone I :

Disturbed plow zone consisting of a dark
brown alluvial fine silt (Munsell 7.5yr
3/2) with aboriginal ceramics, brick
fragments and charcoal flecking.

Zone II

A sterile yellowish-brown sandy clay
(Munsell 10 yr 6/3)

Transect 1.
Zone I:
Zone II

Shovel Test 1
0-20 cm
20-30 cm

Transect 1.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 2
0-32 cm
32-35cm

Transect 1.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 3
0-20 cm
20-30 cm

Transect 1.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 4
0-17 cm
17-30 cm

Transect 1.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 5
0-20 cm
20-30 cm

Transect 1.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 6
0-20 cm
20-30 cm

Transect 1.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 7
0-22 cm
22-30 cm

Transect 2.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 1
0-21 cm
21-30 cm

Transect 2.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 2
0-28 cm
28-30 cm
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Transect 2.
Zone I :
Zone II:

Shovel Test 3
0-21 cm
21-30 cm

Transect 2.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 4
0-24 cm
24-30 cm

Transect 2.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 5
0-22 cm
22-30 cm (Addis Plain, var. unspecified
sherd at 24 cm b.s.)

Transect 2.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 6
0-21 cm
21-30 cm

Transect 2.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 7
0-20 cm
20-30 cm

Transect 3.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 1
0-20 cm
20-30 cm

Transect 3.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 2
0-20 cm
20-30 cm

Transect 3.
Zone I :
Zone II:

Shovel Test 3
0-21 cm
21-30 cm

Transect 3.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 4
0-25 cm
25-30 cm

Transect 3.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 5
0-23 cm
23-30 cm (brick fragment)

Transect 3.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 6
0-15 cm
15-30 cm

Transect 3.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 7
0-23 cm
23-30 cm

Transect 4.
Zone I:
Zone II:

Shovel Test 1
0-22 cm
22-30 cm

(drainage ditch)
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